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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-SAINT LOUIS

Issue 447

Assembly may
change process
Erik Schaffer
reporter

The Missouri General Assembly is considering legislation'that, if passed, will alter the
procedure for appointing the
regents and the curators for the
various state colieges and universities in Missouri. The bill is
House B.ill 834 and is sponsored
by Rep. Bob Holden-D. Springfield.
Presently, regents and curators are appointed to their
positions by the governor, with
the approval of the state Senate.
H.B. 834 would change this procedure, and, according to Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman, wou ld
restrict the goverm)r in his
choice of appointments.
In its original form , under Section 2, the bill makes t hese
provisions:
1. Each state college and the
University of Missouri will have
authority to establish a co mmittee for board nominations."
2. The committee will be made
up of 12 members . Three of these
will be faculty members who will
be selected by the entire faculty
of the particular schooi ; three
will be students, selected by the
entire student body of the school;
and six members will be residents of the community, appointed by the governor.
3. Faculty and student members of the board will serve " as
long as they retain their status as
a s tudent or faculty member,"
according to the bill.
4. The members appointed by
the governor will serve threeyear terms ; the governor will
appoint two new members
every year.
According to the bill, when

there is a vacancy in the board of
regents or the board of curators
from any state college or university, the committee for board
nominations is responsible for
compiling a list of people who
would be eligible to fill that
vacancy. The bill reads: "Each
committee for board nominations shall give due consideration to the advice of all interested
parties, including the community at large in the area in
which the college or university
is located. "
Each name on the list must be
approved by seven or more of 12
members of the committee. This
list will then be submitted to the
governor who will select, from
the list, a person to fill the
vacancy.
This is H.B. 834 in its original
form , however an amendment to
the bill has been adopted which
sets the UniverSity of Missouri
as an exception to the rest of the
state schools. According to
Charles Hays, administrative
assistant to Holden, the amendment was added so that each
campus in the university system
c(luld be represented fairly .
The amendment makes these
provisions for the University of
Missouri:
1. The committee for board
nominations will be made up of
16 members .
2. Four members will be
faculty members , one from each
of the four UM campuses. They
will be selected by their fellow
faculty memb·e rs.
3. Four members will be
students, one from each campus.
They will be elected by the
students of each campus.

Sharon Kubatzky

PI;EK A BOO: Katie Murray, 2, is one of many children Who take advantage of the UMSL Child
Development Center. See related story, Page 9.
.

Lawsuit plans fall through
Sharon Kubatzky
features/arts editor

Contrary to previous plans,
Larry Wines and Earl Swift will
not file a lawsuit charging the
university with violation of the
Hancock amendment of the Missouri Constitution.
The class-action suit, which
the Student Association president and vice president said they
would file last October. involved
an activities fee increase in the
winter of 1981. Wines and Swift
charged that university officials
violated the amendment by going
ahead with the increase without
taking a vote of the students
affected.
The Hancock amendment
states that taxes for fees may not
be imposed without approval of
the voters of the political sub-

Sokolik namedpersonnel chief
Sue Rell
assistant news editor

Richard Sokolik has been
named director of personnel at
UMSL, effective March 2. He succeeds Wyndel Hill, who left
UMSL in October to become
manager of wholesale distributors for Anheuser-Busch
Cos. Inc.
Among hiS duties, Sokolik will
be in charge of employment
benefits, training emp\.ayment.
record keeping and wage and
salary administration.
" My goal at UMSL," Sokolik
said, " is to use my experience
and knowledge to make certain
that the department of Personnel
. Services is just that - a team of
fine UMSL professionals always
ready and able to assist and support everyone with whom it
comes in contact."
Sokolik, a native of St. Louis,
holds a master of business
administration degree from
Washington University and a
bachelor of science degree from.
the University of MissouriColumbia, where he majored in
personnel and industrial relations.
He has more than 16 years of
experience in business and
human resources management.
He was director of personnel and
industrial relations for t he Royal
Packing Co. of St. Louis, which

recently went out of business. He
joined the firm in 1964. At the
firm , he handled employment
wage , salary and benefits administration; contract negotiations and administration; safety;
workers' and unemployment
compensation; and insurance
risk management.
At UMSL, Sokolik is respon- .
sible for personnel functions
affecting UMSL's 599 full-time
and 795 part-time administrative, service and support staff,
and a teaching and research staff
of 880 (421 full-time and 459 parttime).
"Everyone here seems to be
striving to improve UMSL even
more, for faculty, staff and
espeicially our primary concern,
our students, whether it be to
attend school and/or to work
here," Sokolik said.
He is married and has three

Richard Sokolik

division involved.
" We wanted more student
input," Wines said. "And a lawsuit is pretty good bargaining
power. But as we researched, we
had the growing impression that
the Hancock amendment argument wouldn't work."
Wines and Swift explained the
situation this way:
Their original idea was to gain
more student input into student
activities fee increases through
referenda. However, they found
that the Missouri Supreme Court
had defined "tax" as an amount
collected and put into a general
revenue fund - money not earmarked for any specific purpose.
Since a hefty portion of the student activities fees already are
allocated for athletics and the
University Center, the only part
of the fee affected by the court's
decision would have been student activities and student services fee money, they said.
A ruling in favor of Wines and
Swift may have prompted a
roll back in fees, meaning that the
student activities budget would
have been cut nearly in half, only
hurting the stu dents, they said.
. So for that reason, Wines and
Swift decided not to file the

children.
" I intend to do everything
possible to work toward changes
which will improve t he personnel dep artment and the many
services which it provides to
students, faculty, staff and the
general public," Sokolik said.
" I do not intend to pro pose any
changes in the personnel departThe UMSL Police again will
ment nor in how it operates, until
offer a free anti-theft program to
I have had an opportunity to
stu dents and faculty and staff
make myself more familiar with
members.
the way it is presently functionVehicle identification numing and the UMSL poliCies and .. bers will be engraved onto vehiprocedure," he said.
de windows from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sokolik is very impressed with
UMSL in his short time here. "I
have been made to feel most
welcome to UMSL by everyone
of the many administrative, service and support personnel that I
have already met," he said.
"I have found my fellow UMSL
employees to be very highUMSL offers day care sercaliber individuals working tovice for small children on
gether as a team to make UMSL
the
South
(Marillac)
the high-quality educational
page 9
campus.
facility that it is today."
UMSL is one of St. Louis' top 50
It's over
employers with an annual payroll of over $23 million.
The UMSL men's basket"I am very happy to be here
ball team lost to Southeast
and I am ' looking forward to
Missouri State University
meeting and working \\;ith many
for the third time this year
more UMSL staff, faculty and
and ended the season with
students," Sokolik said. " Its an '
a 15-13 record.
. exciting challenge and great
page 16
opportunity, "

. .wsuit.
" Plus, there was the chance
that we'd lose," Swift said .
Wines and Swift paid a lawyer,
UMSL and University of Missouri-Columbia graduate Ken
Whiteside: $95 of their own
money for a filing fee. Swift said
he'd like to see the money
return ed.
"We lost contact with Ken in
Decemb'er," he said . " He indicated that he had no interest in
taking it further ."
Whiteside's telephone number, at which he was reached in
October, has since been disconnected.
Wines and Swift agreed that
although they didn't actually file
the suit, some of their goals
were met.
"We're a little closer," Wines
said. "I believe it did affect the
last decision by the dean (of Student Affairs , Lowe S. MacLean).
More people were involved in the
decision making. "
MacLean said that he was glad
Wines and Swift were satisfied
with what had happened .
" I have an obligation to seek
student input into this," he said.
See "Lawsuit," page 2

UMSL offers anti-theft program
every Wednesday in front of the
General Services Building.
The police will also be engraving identification numbers on
bicycles and other vehicles as
part of this program.
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is hoping for an improved
season in 1983.
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Elderhostelprogram
comes to UMSL
Senior citizens will have the
opportunity to participate in the
Elderhostel program when it
comes to UMSL June 20 through

At UMSL, t he courses offered
are " Th e History of St. Lou is
Architecture"; " Beer Brewing in
St. Louis" ; "Practical Uses of
Home Computers"; " Know the
Score," a study of sym phonic
music; "Play Ball, St. Louis ," a
history of base ball in St. Lo uis;
and a course exploring the
religion, philosopy and design of
the Japanese Garden in the Mis souri Botanical Garden .
The fee for the week of classes
is $180 and includes a room ,
meals and classes. A special
reduced fee is offered to commuter students.

26.

The Elderhostel program is
designed to give people over 60 a
chance to experience college life
by living in a dorm, eating in a
dining hall , taking college-level
courses and using libraries and
other campus facilities . Last
year, more than 37 ,000 peopl e
participated in the program.
The program began on fiv e
New Hampshire college cam puses in 1975 and was established
nationally in 1980. Six campuses
in Missouri and sever al in Illinois are some of the over 500
colleges and universities that
are part of t he progr am.

For more information, or to
obtain a free catalog, call the
UMSL Contin uing Educat ionExtension office at 55 3-5961.

Bill , . . - - - - - - - - - fro m page l '

, l. An amendment stating t hat

4. Eight members of the board
will be members of the community in which the university
serves . These will be appointed
by the go vern or.
5. Faculty members may serve
for as long as they retain their
status as faculty members or for
six years, whichever is shorter.
Student members may serve
for as long as they r emain
students or for four years ,
whi cheve r period is s horter. The
res id e nts of the commun ity who
ar e mem bers of t he board may
se rv e fo ur-year terms. Two new
members will be appointed
every year.
Thi s amendm ent pertains only
to th e University of Missouri.
Other amendm ents that have
been tacked on the bill , pertaining to all state colleges and
universities , include:

Lawsuit-from page 1
" I did get he,i"vy student input,
and based on that, I did change
my decision."
MacLean said that he went to
several different groups, including the Student Association, the
Student Activities Budget Committee , the Student Services Fee
Committee and t he Senate Student Affairs Committee.
" But I would have done that
anyway, " he added. " The threat
of a laws uit didn't bother me.
That's just part of be ing a university administrator."

the implementation of the bill
will be delayed until after t he
next governor is elected.
2. An amendment stating that
the governor is obligated to
select from the list provided by
the
particular
nominating
committee.
3. An amendment stating that,
for each vacancy in a particular
board of r egents or board of
curators, t he governor mu st
receive a list of between t hree
and seven peopl e, from which he
must choose one person t o fill the
vacancy.
I think it has many favorable
featur es," Grobman said, " in
th at it would give the governor a
selected grouR of people from
whom he could select persons to
appoint. " However, from a politi cal point of view, Grobman
thinks the bill is not wise,
because it would restrict the
governor in his selection of possible appointees. Grobman said
that the governor might not want
to be restricted .

Podhorn

WHAT'S UP?: An UMS L student ta kes advantage of unseasonably w arm w eat her. However, this
was short-lived as the temperatures d ropped sharply early this we ek.

Library usage goes down; spending is up
Daniel J . Johnson
re porter

The UMSL libraries t(;tal expenditures increased by .15 percen~ in the 1981-82 school year.
Ex!-" Htures rose from more
than $1,542,000 in 1980-81 to
more than $1 ,545,000 in 1981-82.
Library co llections increased
6 percent , from more t han 1. 69
million units in 1980- 81 to ov er
1.8 milli on units in 1981- 82. J ournal subscriptions stayed at 4,000
in both periods.
Usage of the libraries dropped
in the 1981-82 school year. Circulations fared as such:
-materials . 'circulated
to ·
undergraduates slipped 20 percent, from 73 ,785 in 1980- 81 to
58 ,735 in 1981-82 .
- materials circulated to
faculty dropped 18 percent, from
14 ,704 in 1980-81 to 12,000 in

special permits made a ~teep
decline of7l percent, from 14,079
to 4020 .
- The number of documents
circulated decrea ~e d 36 percent,
from 2,672 to 1,700 .
- Renewals stayed at 12 ,856 .
There were no figures for previous years .
There also were a few increases:

1981-82.

Reserve material circulations increa 'led .54 percent,
from 40 ,896 in 1980-81 to 41 ,117
in 1981-82.
The total for all this in the
See " Libra ry, " p age 6

TELLER
Mark Twain Banks have positions available for
some part-time tellers at their Parkway location.
Hours are 1 :30-6:00 p.m. four days a week and
every Saturday 8:30-12:00 noon.
You must enjoy a fast-paced atmosphere, have
figure aptitude and enjoy a customer contact, salesoriented position.
.
Call 878-4400 between 10-12 a.m. or 2-4 p.m.
EOE

1981-82.

- materials circulated under

MARK TWAIN
BANKS

HYPNOSIS
Get What You Want Out Of Life!!
Ind iVidual Sessi Ons

- circulations to graduate students jumped 26 percent, from
13,301 in 1980-81 to 16,767 in

by

521-4652

Appointment s

Clark Bums '- Clinical Hypnotherapist

Sell HypnOSIS
Tapes Available

-------------,
I

JERRY ROBNAK'S I
AUTO BODY:

~

Hot Dog Super Snak

15YEARS
EXPERIENCE:
REASONABLE
PRICES

•fries •16oz. soft drink

Chicken Super 'S nak

FREE ESTIMATES

• fries • 16oz. soft drink
SNCIALiZING IN PAINTING

I
I

a FENDER STRAIGHTENING
-RUST.REPAIR

Fish Super Sna~

I
I Bnng

In your INSURANCE REPAIR
IESTIMATE. FOR WE PAY MOST 550 1
IOf 5'OOOEOUCTABLES We will work I
IWith you on the dent. and dam~. 10
I make " look like new

$25 Off

any }ostenS gold ring

I COMPUTE TOWING .RVteE
I FREE TOWING IF WE DO WORK
,I

I.
I
II

I
I
I
I

COUPON
10% OFF ALL LABOR

429-7999
1IOft .• Frt . • 5:30,"'. • '2
..,. St.
Rocll Roed

e......

•'- •••••••••••• J

See your Josten's representative

PLACE University Bookstore
DATE

March 10 11am-7pm,
March 1111am-3pm

• fries •16oz. soft drink

Pork Fritter
SuperSnak
• fries • 160z. soft drink
.
..

. 1326 South Florissant Rd.
Cool Valley
• " ....
..1. ~ 2 Blocks North of UMSL
•

unKi./~
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Two new degree programs may be coming
Barb DePalma
co-news editor

The UMSL Senate Curriculum
and Instruction Committee met
Wednesday to discuss the possibility of establishing two new
degree programs on campus_
The proposals discussed were
a master's degree program in
gerontology and a bachelor's
degree program in medical
technology. Both proposals received the committee's approval
and will be submitted to the
university senate for possible
final approval at its meeting on
March 29.
The gerontology program will
combine a basic and comprehensive knowledge of gerontology
together with its practical
application. Students enrolling
in the program will be required
to take a broad background of
courses from many different gerontological disciplines and fields .
However, along with the broad
background, students will need
to specialize in a defined application area.
The UMSL Gerontology Committee, a committee composed
of faculty members from various
disciplines , recommended the
master's degree program in gerontology. They felt that an
applied degree was appropriate
for UMSL because a large number of students are more application-oriented than researchoriented.
Presently, UMSL is involved in
various gerontological activities.
An undergraduate certifi cate in
Gerontological Studies is now
offered to students.
The master's program would
be interdisciplinary. Students
would be required to take
courses from the College of Arts
and Sciences, the School of Business Administration and the

School of Education. The School
of Optometry also is developing
courses for professionals other
than optometrists who will deal
with the vision of the aged.
A total of 45 credit hours, at
least half of these on the 400
level, must be completed for
graduation. The 45 hours must
included 24 hours in gerontology
courses, 18 hours in a specialization and three hours in a research
methods course.
If approved by the Senate, the
Master of Science in Gerontology
program at UMSL will be the only
state-supported university program available in the eastern
half of Missouri.
Blanche Touhill , associate
vice chancellor of Academic
Affairs and member of the
Curriculum and Instruction
Committee, said she had sooken
to Melvin P. George about the new
gerontology program. George is
the chairman of the UM Board of
Curators Academic Affairs Committee. TouhilI said that the
curators would not approve any
new programs " until they knew
where the money was coming
from ."
Touhill said that there is a
definite program problem on
campus. "We just don't have
junior and senior level programs
to attract people in," she said.
Lawrence Friedman, associate
professor of biology and chairman of the committee, said that
UMSL has a problem in retaining
students aft er their sophomore
year. He said he supported the
new gerontology program because " It would take advantage
of courses that already on the
books.
" If we had new resources , the
courses we could not teach before , we can now teach," Friedman said. "The needs and
demands of students will make

that program go. The curators
and the Coordinating Boarrl of
Higher Education are gOing to
look at this heavily ."
In other actions, the committee voted to approve name
changes for two social work
courses.
The official title of the Social
Work 420 course will now be

"Medical Social Work." The
course focuses on health care
professionals who presently are
working in the health care field
and to interested professional~
who have completed upper-level
course work and have an interest
in medical social work.
Social Work 310 was renamed
to " Abused and Neglected Chil-

dren and their Families. " This
course focuses on the major concepts , policies and practices in
the field of child welfare, particularly as they apply to child
abuse and neglect.
These changes also will be
submitted to the Senate for
final approval.

Preregistration packets mailed
Iris D. Fletcher
reporter

The preregistration packets
for the summer and fall semesters were mail.ed March 2. The
packets were mailed to all currently enrolled UMSL students
for the preparation of their summer and fall class schedules.
According to Glenn Allen ,
associate registrar, the packets
were seQt to UMSL students to
speed up the registration process
and for the convenience of currently enrolled UMSL students.
Allen noted that with this kind of
preregistration process, students
can enroll in both summer and
fall classes several months
before those semesters begin.
" Students have complained
about not being able to enroll in
classes before the classes
close," Allen said. "With this
kind of preregistration process,
currently enrolled UMSL students
do not have to worry about that
kind of problem because the
classes will be reserved for those
students who return their packets for advanced enrollment."
The preregistration packets
for the winter 1983 semester
were different from the preregistration packets for the summer
and fall 1983 semesters. Thewin-

ter preregistration packets contained two course request cards
and an address change notice for
students to bring back to the
university at the time of preregistration and registration.
The 1983 summer and fall preregistration packets contained
the same information that previous preregistration packets
had . However, the differences
between the winter 1983 preregistration process and the 1983
summer and fall preregistration
processes are that students
receive a set of instructions and
students are allowed to preregister for classes three months
before summer classes begin
and five months before fall
classes begin.
The registrar's office staff
began mailing the winter 1983
packets during the mid-1982 fall
semester. When students re-

ceived their winter preregistration packets, they had to pick
them up between Nov. 2 and 19 in
the Registration Office, 232
Woods Hall.
Prer.egistration for the winter
1983 semester had to be turned in
Nov. 19 to insure the students'
scheduled classes. Fees for the
winter 1983 classes had to be paid
by Dec. 16 or the students' preregistration was
cancell ed.
"This rule still applies to the
advance enrollment process ,"
Allen said.
For the 1983 summ er semester, preregistration began Marc h
7 and ends April 22 . Fees are due
on May 13 for pregistered students who are enroll ed in summer cl asses .
" We have always m ailed preSee " Packets," page 8

Funding requests will be available
The Student Services Fee
Committee is receiving requests
for funds until MarcIi 18 . The
requests. for funds should be for
one-time purchases of equipment, physical improvements
and other related items.
In order to make a request, the

application for fund s mu st be
picked up in the Stud ent Affairs
Office, 301 Woods Hall. The
application form is t he only
acceptable form for a request.
Questions about t he procedure
for making a requ est may be
directed to the Stu dent Affairs
Office, 553- 5211.

Want Help Getting I nto Medical, Dental ,
Law or Graduate School? Finding a Job?
3 Ho ur Li ve Semi nar o n

Successful Application Completion Strategies and Interviewing
Techniques
Featuring A.M. Ric hard s. M.D .. Author of th e popu lar book The Applican ts Adviso r(avai l·
able below)

April 10: gam-noon, 1 pm-4pm
Cheshire Inn and Lodge 6306 Clayton Road
Please mai l your nam e. addre ss. ph o ne no. and t ime prefe re nc e along w ith a check or
mo ney for $ 25.00 for th e sem inar a nd/ or $ 7 .9 8 for t he book to: Am e rican Publis hing
Compa ny. 6812 Bo nnie Ridge Drive. Baltimore. Mary la nd 2 120 9 (301) 4 8 6 - 3 6 11

Enrollment Limited to 50 * Free Refreshments
today . ..

Mail your letter

PART-TIME
SU PE'R VISION,
POSITIONS

BRANCH OUT
TO OTHERS
GIVE' BLOOD
Weds. & Thurs.
March 16
9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
3 p.m. -8 p.m.
March 17
9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Room 22 J.e. Penney

Attendance Prizes Furnished
by Miller Beers

We offer:

-in excess of $10 per hour
-full benefit package
-Monday through Friday work
-approximately 25-30 hours .
per week.

Qualifications:
- '2nd semester sophomore or
1 st semester junior
-at least 2.5 GPA
-business, accounting, or
engineering majors
-able to work P.M. hours or
early A.M.
-prior part-time job experience
while attending college

If you meet all of the above
qualifications and want a
demanding job that will give
you supervisory exposure
that will help you in your future
career job search, call 314344-3763, to apply on Thurs- .
day or Friday between 1-3 p.m.
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editorials
Discrimination

L---------~--------'m

New law unfair
to male students
Some laws just don't make sense. The
new law requiring men to prove that they
have registered with the Selective Service
system before applying for financial aid is
a case in point.
Since women are not required to register with Selective Service, the new law
discriminates against men. But in addition to being discriminatory , the recent
federal brainchild is certain to cause
unnecessary delays in the financial aid
process , delays that could financially
punish a male student even if he plays by
the rules.
According to the new law, it's not
enough to just register. One must have the
Selective
Service
registration
ackowledgement letter in hand in order to
be eligible for financial aid. A copy of this
letter must be given to the university
when the student turns in his financial aid
application form .
But what if the student doesn't have his
ackowledgement letter? The answer is he
is out of luck; he's at the mercy of the
system.
Students who register usually have to
wait about two months before receiving
their acknowledgement letter. If a student
has already registered, but lost his letter,
he can send away for a replacement. But
he will have to wait about two months for
the replacement, even though the law

states he should only have to wait about
two weeks .
The worst thing that could happen,
though, would be for a student to be completely ignorant of the new law .
Let's assume a student waits until after
the income tax returns in March of April to
send in information on his financial
status. It takes about two months to
receive the Student Aid Report, which lets
the student know if he is eligible for financial aid . If he is eligible, but doesn't have
his selective service acknowledgement
letter ready to hand over to the university,
he won't be able to receive aid. Consequently, he'll have to wait another two
months to get a replacement of the letter.
By this time, the semester will almost
have begun. ·
Obviously, the best thing for me to do is
hold on to their acknowledgement letter.
If the student has it when it comes times to
apply for financial aid, there should be
no problem .
But not every student applying for
financial aid is going to have his
ackowledgement letter. It's inevitable
that someone will misplace it, throw it
away or have it sto~en. The margin for
error may not be that wide, but any margin
at all is too wide.
Receiving financial aid is not easy. For
men, now it's even more difficult.

Students should
pick up t·h eir t rash
Imagine what it would be like to be a
trash can on the UMSL campus. Life
couldn't be more boring.
It seems UMSL students love to ignore
trash cans, whether they be in the classroom, in the halls or in the cafeteria. At
times, there seems to be more trash on the
floor than in the appropriate containers .
If you ever walk through the University
Center Summit lounge or the Underground late one afternoon, or the Social
Sciences and Business Building in the
evening, you'll encounter a scene that
resembles a natural disaster. The only difference is these disasters are caused by
students who refuse to put forth the effort
to drop trash in its rightful place - the
trash can.
Many students bring a soft drink and a
snack along with their books to class each
day , especially in lecture halls. For some-

one to chomp away on a handful of Fritos
or potato chips while the professor is lecturing is rude enough. To leave the
remains on the desk instead of depositing
them in the trash cans at the exits is
highly inconsiderate.
In the Underground, students are asked
to bus their own tables. Despite the signs
that let everyone know this, some students
leave their trays on the tables and walk
away.
Of course, someone will eventually pick
up the trash. But as long as the trash sits on
the floors and the tables , it is a poor reflection on UMSL students.
Perhaps UMSL should consider implementing an anti-litter campaign. This
might be one way of eliminating all the
"litterbugs" on campus.
Depositing trash in the proper containers is a habit every student can afford
to get into.

LOSE LETTER
Do NoT COLLECT
FINANeIA&.

AI D.

LOse ONE SE .... STEIt-

letters
Denou nces p.rofessionals
Dear Editor:
An injustice has been committed. The
University Players, the student dram Cl
clu b, is·producing Shakespeare's comedy
" A Midsummer Night's Dream" this weekend March 3 through 6. The play calls for CI
rather large cast of about 21 players, and
the director, David Novak, of Theatre Project Company fame , has decided to hire
professional performers to play two of the
leading roles.
Although the University Players, and
indeed the whole Benton Hall theater,
may be relatively unknown to the majority
of the UMSL community, an injustice has
been performed.
The plays produced at this University
are primarily for the students' involvement. The theater exists on this campus so
those students who are interested in
drama and any aspect of the theater may
become involved in a production and thus
gain experience and learn .. The key words
here are "students" and "learn."
A university is formed specifically for
the students. The drama department of a
university should produce plays for, and
starring only, the students. Because our
department is often ignored , not many
students of the university participate in
the audition process. Yet what of those
students that do audition? Are these
students, individuals dedicated to better.ing their craft, to be in competition with

semi-established professionals? AlthoiIgh the
students may need to work harder than the
professionals, and even then they may not
meet the standards of perfection, are they
to be cast underneath a professional? At a
university where they pay the tuition? We
are learning; we need the experience. The
school is here for the students. The money
designed for their e.d ucation should not be
spent on out-of-work actors. The students
should get the chance to work if they wish.
The students should get the chance to try.
The students should get the chance.
There are two main arguments in
defe·n se of the casting of these paid actors .
One argument is that there was not enough
talent, or not enough good talent, at the
auditions for " Midsummer. " This is not
true. There are students cast in smalier
roles who, with the director's help, could
enact the roles given to those hired . The
second argument is that the students at
this school will "get a chance to work with
professionals." The only qualification for
being a professional actor or actress is
that they have once been paid to perform.
Some " professionals" have the most
"amateur" attitudes towards the theater
in existence. Working with many proSee "Professionals," page 5
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more letters
Disputes writer's socialist theory
Dear Editor:
This one is for that conservative gentleman who wrote the rebuttal to the intellectual midgetry letter in the last issue. Ijust
wonder where he gets his logic saying that
everybody who is for a nuclear weapons
freeze is socialist. And I kind of wonder
where he gets his logic saying everybody
for a nuclear arms freeze is against
freedom .
I for one don't see how we expect to keep
peace when we build weapons capable of
killing 30 million people. And however the
Russians plan to take over the United
States should be insteresting for all of us
to see. But I suppose we shall have to kill
them all so we can protect our freedom .
And then we had better start weeding out

the socialists and communists from out
country so they don't take ove"r the nation,
stop building weapons and put McDonnell
Douglas out of business.
The thing that bugs me about all these
conservatives is that they always write in
propagandist jargon and then they call
everybody left-wing names trying to
prove their point. Well guys, nobody ever
PROVED anything by calling people
names. It just gets a lot of people killed .
But maybe if all we can do is call people
names and throw missles over the oceans
then maybe we should keep politics in the
closet until we can deal with them more
maturely .
Jerrold Rabushka

Thanks Delta Zeta Sorority
Dear Editor:
On behalf of MDA, Grey Eagle Distributors lnc. , and myself, I would like to
extend our gratitude to the girls of Delta
Zeta Sorority. We were very happy with
your turnout at the 1983 Washington
University Dance-a-thon to benefit the
Muscular Distrophy Association.

Wendy Needy, Joan Wildei~en , Alita
Quires and Pam Coslick, collected
pledges for over $600, which was good
enough for a third-place finish overall
among all organizations. Not bad for less
than a week's work'
Thanks again for all the time and effort.
I hope you found it rewarding.
Sincerely,
Jim Kohlschreiber
Anheuser-Busch College Rep

!:: !,~~s than one week, Linda Buckmueller along wit!:! L;;;~i! B~endecke ,

Says Wittman is irrational
Dear Editor:

Whose side are you on, Mr. Wittman?
Certainly not mine.

Is Bob Wittman implying (letters to the
editor, issue 445) that just because a person may favor amrn control and/or an
arms freeze that he or she is a socialist?
Somehow, I think Mr. Wittman is overstepping his bounds with his irrational ,
fearful logic.
,

,..

,.

Sincerely,
Terri F. Reilly

Professionals - - from page 4

Can';t people favor arms contorl because they favor a peaceful world without
being labeled a socialist? Does this mean
if a person choses to exercise his or her
right to speak out hat he must be "labeled?"

fessional entertainers may well be more
of a detriment to a student of the theater
than it is a merit.
The arguments are in . Weigh it for yourself. But remember, this is a university;
we are all in a learning situation. It is only
right that we are given a fair opportunity
to do just that. Learn.
Name withheld
upon request

Just remember folks , name-calling is a
common (and well-used) propoganda
technique. Beware of wolves in sheeps'
clothing.

Urges blacks to stop and
think about academic life
Dear Editor:
It's time for black students to stop blam-.
ing others for ou"r inability to become
assimilated into the academic mainstream of this university, and others.
Although I understand the need for black
representation on this campus in the
areas of administration, faculty and staff,
the lack of it should have absolutely no
bearing on our success. If the students
would stop and think for a moment , this
campus is a model of the real world, a
world that we are now preparing to
become leaders of. If we can't deal with
this phase without special considerations,
. how can we process to the next?
I am not a straight-A student. In fact , I
have had serious problems in some
classes, but I'm the one to blame. You
must remember that your returns are a
reflection of your investments. Many
students go to class unprepared . By this , I

mean the books sit in a corner and gather
dust, and the class syllabus is just as fresh
as the day it was handed out. If you don't
read , how ca you know that you dor..'t
understand? If you read and don't understand, raise questions in class. After all,
we are here to acquire knowledge so that
we will become valuable assets to this
society.
We must conquer the odds and succeed
because we are the descendants of a proud
people. February is Black History Month;
take the time to read about the obstacles
that our forefathers had to overcome, and
the only special considerations they
possessed were, a STRONG DESIRE TO
SUCCEED, AND UNDYING DETERMINATION.
Joyce Marie Epps
a Proud and Determined
Black Student

Says many don't really starve
Dear Editor:
The Feb. 24 issue o(rtle Current contained a letter which I found infuriating.
While singing the praises of Joyce
Mushaben, someone criticized the United
States economy as the "American system
of organized plunder, in which few live in
luxury while the many starve. " The many
starve? Starve!' Is this person serious?
Who are these "many" and where are
they hiding?
This person obviously does not know
what starva1iOIl is. ThEre ,,;-~ !h!'~!} stages
to starvation. They are due to severe protein calorie malnutrition. Stage one is
Kwashiorkor, which consists of delayed
gwwth of tissue (including bone tissue,
muscle tissue and brain tissue); perennial
diarrhea, changin hair color and other

assorted maladies . Stage two is Marasmus , the main feature of which is the
swollen belly. Naturally , the third stage
is death.
I assure you the majority of the
American population does not experience
any of the symptoms of starvation. If anything, most Americans eat too much! You
can sit around and criticize the United
States all day long but don't make up
ridiculous lies to enhance your opinion.
Winston Churchill said it best when he
said, "Ttf j!1he're!!t vice ,of caeitalism is
the unequal sharing of blessings , wnilf t~~
inherent virtue of socialism is the equal
sharing miseries ."
Joseph Mazzuca

Enjoys reading opinions
Dear Editor:
I have. greeted the Letters page of the
Current recently with great antiCipation
to see what opinions will be defended
about the issues of,nuclear proliferation,
disarmament, communism and democracy. I would like to hail the importance of
spirited debate over the global concerns.
Perhaps the mos worthwhile outcome of
this debate has been the determined
expression of opposing viewpoints. It

looks as if we have found an issue that
UMSL students are not apathetic about!
Both those who write and read these letlers profit from exposure to opinions from
',11 pOints of the spectrum. I only hope that
I he amrs negotiations in Geneva and
d sewhere have zealous debate like we
ld ve seen. For surely the individual
freedom of expression is something we
all support.
Phil Spradling

MATH (MAJORS/MINORS/APTITUDE) ...

You're Needed
All Over the
World.
Nk Peace Corps Moth volunteers why their degrees are
ne~ed in the classrooms of the world's developing notions.
Ask them why ingenuity and fleXibility are as vital os adopting
to 0 different culture. They'll tell you their students know Math is
the key to a solid future. And they'll tell you that Peace Corps
adds up to a career experience full of rewords and accomplishments. Ask them why Peace Corps is the toughest j ob
you'll ever love .

•

For more informa t ion
Call t oll free :
(800)25 5-4121
Reverend John Garvey
Glenmal)l Ho me Missio ne rs Room
Box 46404
CincinnatI. Oh io 4524 6
Name

_______________________________________________ Age _______

Address ______________________________________________________
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State

•

110

_________- - -- -- - - - - - - _ Zip ___ __

PEACE CORPS
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Private colleges to grow
.(CPS) - Last fall private colleges shuddered in what they
feared was the first stage of a
long-expected decline in enrollment, while public schools
managed a marginal nationwide
gain of 27 ,000 students.
But a recently com pleted
study of freshman applications
for the fall 1983 semester suge:ests iust the opposite might
happen next year.
The number of freshman
applications at private colleges
is up 7 percent over this time last
year, according to the Chronicle
of Higher Education's annual
survey of admissions trends
while applications to publi~
schools have dropped by 8 percent.
H those application figures
hold, observers say, they represent a dramatic and unanticipated reprieve for many of
the nation's 1,600 independent
colleges and universiti es.
" We certainly weren't expectmg [the increase in applicationsL
an d at this point aren't quite sure
wh at to make of it," said Bill
Mc Namara , spokesm'an for the
:\iational Association of Indepen_de nt Colleges and Universities.
"We hope it's a good sign," he
sai d, " but early applications
aren't really a reliable barometer of
what could happen next September. Out of all those students who
apply , there'll be a lot of noshows and a lot of cancellations
so it's very difficult to say what
will happen in the end ."
Public coll eges , which expect
their student populations to hold
level next year, are similarly
baffled by the early a pplications
dropoff of 8 percen t.
"We aren 't expectin~ £l.!!y ~:;;~
of ~ :!"up of that magnitude in
actual enrollment next fall ," said
Gary Hudgens , spokesman for

the National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant
Colleges.
Hudgens speculates the decline reflects students' reluctance to apply to schools early
more than it does a coming decrease in public campus enroll ment.
"We're making an effort to be
less negative about this year's
enrollment than we originally
thought,"
McNamara
said ,
" especially since financial aid
wasn't cut like some people predicted . But once you get a
downturn like we had this fall ,
it's extremely hard to pull out of
.
it in one year's time."
Private college enrollment
fell by nearly 4 percent since the
1981-82 school year. Observers
have attributed the decline to a
student migration from the more
expensive independent campuses to cheaper four- and twoyear public colleges.
Nationally,
the four-year
public college population did grow
marginally, while community
college enrollment jumped by an
estimated 4 percent.
.
At UMSL, the official winter
enrollment reached an all-time
lo·w. The total number of students
enrolled this semester declined
6.1 percent from 11,404 to
10,707 students.
According to Mimi LaMarca,
acting director of admissions ,
the reason for the decline is the
present economy and the fact
that fewer students are applying
to UMSL.
She added that a greater number of students are dropping out
for a semester to work or are
transferring to another school tG
fil'! !~ !! their education.
" I think we'll continue to see a
decrease for a while in enrollment," LaMarca said.

• Rich Pod horn

INTENSIVE STUDY: Students stu dying for mi dt erm exams in the Center
Develop ment.
for Academic

Library
from page 2

1981-82 school year is 150,662 , a
drop of 8 percent, from 163 ,971 in
1980-81.

Interlibrary Loan was also
down this past year, from 11,425

years.
The building exit count for
1981-82 was 496,648 . This is a
decrease of 25 ,606 from the (lI'evious year.

requests for thi·ngs here and from
elsewhere in 1980-81 to 8,232 .
The number of books shelved
in 1981-82 was 236,088 . That was
30,997 fewer than in preyious

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED . Cost is about the sameas a semester in a
U.S. college: S3.189. Price includes jet round trip to Seville from New
York. room . board. and tuition complete. Government grants and loans
available for eligible students.
Live with a Spanish family . attend classes four hours a day. lour days a
week. lour months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent 104 semesters·
taught in U.S. colleges over a two year time span). Your Spanish
studies will be enhanced by opportunities not available in a U .S. class·

room . Standardized tests show our students' language skills superior
to students completing two year programs in U.S. Advanced courses
also.
Hurry. it takes' a lot of time to make all arrangements.
SPRING SEMESTER - Feb. 1· June l/FALLSEMESTER-Sepf. 10 ·
Dec. 22 each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED A program of Trinity Christian College.

SEMESTER

It.II~

SPAIN

For full information-write to:

2442 E. Collier S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD
IN CONJUNCTION WITH ASSOCIATED BLACK COLLEGIANS

presents

DICK GREGORY
7he voice of the people.
He gained fame as a comedian and Jf, today a human rights
activist. social satirist, author, lccIUrer. recording nrti!o:i , (Ictal',
philosopher, and political actjvjst . I~';(lreovH". hI:' cornbinl~s thesf ;
role~' to serve the cause of humor. libemtion ond alieviotp. human suffering. ,

WEDNESDA Y·,

MARCH 16,1983

12:30 P.M.

J.C. PENNEY· AUDITORIUM
FREE ADMISSION

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
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Foreignors feel fiscal squeeze
Kevin A. Curtin
co-news editor

I

Despite a nationwide trend,
foreign students on the UMSL
campus are managing to cope
with the devastating effects on
the worldwide economy since the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries .began to lose
its impact on global oil pricing.
The College Press Service
reported that foreign students in
the United States who come from
oil-producing countries - particularly Nigeria, Mexico and
Venezuela - now are falling
behind on their tuition payments
to American colleges. In some
cases, they are forced to transfer
and drop out of school altogether.
Marilyn Sneed, student services coordinator for foreign
students at UMSL, said that not
many foreign students are leaving the UMSL campus. " Of
course they are affected," she
said. " But I don't know of any who
are leaving. They usually don't

leave unless their sponsor inside
their country stops supporting
them."
Sneed said that Taiwanese
students represent the largest
body of foreign students on campus. They are followed by Nigerians, and then by students
from India.
" The last tuition increase hit
them all pretty hard," Sneed
said. " They didn't anticipate' it.
And they have to provide their
own housing and pay their own
living expenses as well. "
All foreign students must sign
a financial statement saying that
they can support themselves in
the United States without working off campus. Sneed said that
almost all of the foreign students
here at UMSL work at least 20
hours per week in on-campus
jobs. She added that they need
permission to work off-campus
from the federal immigration
services, and the requests must
be filed through the UMSL
Admissions Office.

did you know •••

By Sue ReB'

" The only reason they can get
work off-campus 'is if their own
country is at war," Sneed said.
"Sometimes they can find ajob if
the money can't be sent to the
United States."
Al V. Henson, supervisor of
cashiers, said that Nigerian
students have the most difficulty
in getting money out of their
country. " It is a problem in the
NigeI:ian banks and government, " Henson said. " It's not the
students themselves . Their
checks are usually sent directly
to us , and made payable to
UMSL."
The Nigerian Embassy in
Washington, D.C., acts as a
clearinghouse for sending tuition payments to Nigerian consulates, which then pay the bills.
Nigerian students, according
to CPS, owe the University of
Minnesota $60 ,000 to $80 ,000 .
Columbia University, with the
third largest foreign student

· .. that UMSL is offering free income tax preparation services to
disadvantaged, low-income and elderly persons through April 15
at approximately 21 locations in the St. Louis area.
Approximately 70 UMSL business students will be stationed
during regular hours at senior citizen centers, churches, neighborhood centers, senior citizen dining centers and branches of the
St. Louis city, St. Louis county and St. Charles city-county libraries. All students participating in the ;>rogram are graduate
and/or senior or junior undergraduate accounting majors who'
have com.pleted a minimum of nine hours in accounting.
For more information regarding the locations and hours for the
free tax service, call 553-5621 during the following hours: Mondays , Tuesdays, and Thursdays, 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.; Wednesdays,
12 :30 to 3:30 p.m.; and Fridays, 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. Student volunteers will be available during those hours to provide information.
· .. that the Underground is a l!i83 member of the Missouri Restauran_t Assoc~?tion .
· .. that the Bellefontaine Chapter of the American Business
'Women's Association is offering a scholarship of at least $300 to
women seeking a business or professional career.
Candidates will be judged on financial need and good scholastic standing.
The application deadline is March 3l. Applications are available
at the Office of Student Financial Aid , 209 Woods Hall, or call 553-

See "StUdents," page 8

5527.

-Correction-

· .. that in November of 1967 UMSL basketball joined the National
Association of Intercollegiate Athietics.

If was inadvertently reported

AMOCO OUTSTANDING TEACHER
AWARD DEADLINE

Monday, March 28, 1983 Noon
Ballots and criteria are available at the
University Center Information Desk, the
Office of Student Life, the lobby of the Education Office Building (EOB), and Office 214,
EOB. Send nominations to:
Chairperson
Professor Ruth Jenkins
214 EOB

in last week's Current that the
Center for Academic Development has a I'ack of teachers and
counselors and also a fiscal
crisis.
Howard Benoist, director of
the CAD, informed the Current
that the CAD had no lack of counselors. "We do experience times
wQen we are overworked by the
demand ," he said, " but we have a
'v ery capable staff. We are not
suffering from a lack of counselors."
Benoist also said that the CAD
is operating at its peak during
registration and preregistration.
The CAD is not underfunded. "We
are well~ treated as far as the
University budget is concerned,"
Benoist said.
Also, the figures used in last
week's story were taken from an
internal management tracking
program operated by the CAD. It
was reported that this was a survey, but it is not. The management tracking program is used
by the CAD to review its operations .
The Current regrets any misunderstandings that our errors
may have caused. :

· .. that Stadler Hall was named after Lewis John Stadler, a native!
of St. Louis and professor of genetics at UMC. Construction began
on Sept. 6, 1967 , and the building was opened in September of 1969.
The cost of the building was $3 million.
· . . that during the tanning process the first day is the most
dangerous, the third day the tanning process begins, the fourth day
deep tan begins to show and on the seventh day maximum tanning
has been achieved.
Here are twelve myths about suntanning that should be considered when spending spring break on the beach:
l. The vitamin D in vitamin pills is just as good as the vitamin D you
get from being in the sun.
2. The. sun doesn't age dark skin as fast as fair skin.
3. Dry-skinned people burn more easily.
4. You have to get red before you tan.
5. Stay under a beach umbrella you r first day out, and you won't
burn.
6. White fabrics shield the skin best.
7. You won't burn (or tan) on a cloudy day .
8. Clear, cloudless day are best for tanning.
9. Boric acid is good for sunburn.
10. Even if you burn , moisturizers prevent peeling.
11 . Once you've tanned, you don't need a lotion.
12. Some lotions tan you faster.

a
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The 15th Annual Evening College
Dinner Dance
and
Student Awards Presentations
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, Saturday, April 16, 1983 6:30pm-12:30am ,
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Schneifhorsfs,Hofamburg Inn
lindbergh.and Clayton Road
$7.00 Per Person
Dinner at 7:30pm
live Band

t
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Advance tickets only

Available in the Evening College

Office or from members of the EVening College Council.
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Sponsored by the Evening Collegs- Co,- ncil and
SUbSidized with' Student Activities Fees

· .. that the Women's Center offers a number of support groups
designed to help you learn about yourself and others by giving you
the space, time and support to explore personal issues in a variety
of formats .
Thes groups include Black Women's Rap Group, Divorce and
Separation, Returning Students Group, Women and Alcohol , Sexual Identity Rap Group, living Alone and Coping, Women's Consciousness Raising Group, Men in Transition, Sensuality and
Sexuality Discussion Group and Single Parenting.
For more information and/or preregister, call 553-5380. There
is no fee .
.
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BIOLOGICAL/PHYSiCAL SCIENCES ...

You're Needed
All Over the
World.
Ask Peace Carps valunteers why they are using their Science
major, minor, ar aptlrude in health clinics and classrooms in
Malaysia. Why da they use them in fish pond culrure projects
and experimental forms in Western Somoo? They'll tell you
their ingenuity and flexibility are as important as their degrees.
Ask them why Peace Corps is the Toughest jab you'll ever lave.

For more information
Call toll free :
(800)255-4121

PEACE CORPS
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Financial aid not equitable
(CPS)-Middle-income white
students got more financial aid
last year than they did eight
years ago, while low-income
minority students got less ,
according to a study just released
by the National Commission on
Student Financial Assistance.
Students whose parents earned
more than $12,000 a year were
more lkely to get a grant than
they were in 1974-when a
similar study was done-and the
amount of that award Was larger,
according to the study.
At the same time, low-income
students had about the same
chance of getting an award as
they did eight years aog, the
study found , but the amount of
that award has shrunk since
1974.
Black students, while still
more likely to get an award than
white students, were also likely
to receive a much smaller award
amount than white students.

Inflation, apparently, is the
culprit.
"The federal government just
has not increased the maximum
award sizes to keep up with inflation," said John Lee, director of
the human resources division of
the Applied Systems Institute,
the Washington, D.C. , consulting
firm which prepared the study.
For example, he said, a 1974
award of$l,OOOwould have had to
increase to $1,800 by 1981 in
order to keep pace with inflation.
Middle class students have
come out ahead, he noted.
because of a series of new programs introduced in 1978 to
iIicrease aid to those students.
Moreover, "Middle class students are more likely to borrow
their money, and to borrow more
of it "than lower-class students."
he said.
And blacks and other minorities, he adds , have seen the valu e
of their financial aid erode the

packets--------------from page 3

registration packets to UMSL
students. We did not make any
major changes in the preregistration process of the fall semester classes," Allen said. He noted
that the other difference in the
preregistration process for the
1983 fall and summer classes is
the time in which preregistration
begins and the time that it ends.
According to Allen, the registrar's office saved over $3,000 in
postage and su ppli es for the 1983
winter semester packets be.c ause the stu dents had to pick up

their packets. However, the
registrar's office spend over
$3 ,800 for the summer and fall.
Allen said, "The 1983 summer
and fall pregistration process
should be cost-efficient because
the registrar's office will have no
need to use part-time assis- ,
tants." He added that the process
should also save time for the
students because students will
not have to wait in long lines to
enroll in classes, however, they
would have to take their packets
to the registar's office by April

most " because those kids, due to
the mal distribution of wealth by
race, are more likely to be in the
lower income category than
white students."
" Also," Lee says, "low-income
kids are more likely to go to a
lower-cost public or community
college. And since most financial
aid awards are based on a percentage of the student's tuitionPell Grants, for instance, pay
one-half the cost of going to
college-that kind of limits the
size of the awards low-income
students receive,"
To help correct the imbalanc~
in aid , Lee recommends award
am'ounts be tiE;!d to the inflation
rate.
" If equity is still a goal of the
student aid program," he says ,
" it's only'reasonable to allow the
maximum aid amount to increase to keep up with the cost of
college, whi ch has gone up 80
percent in the last few years. "

-CorrectionIt was incorrectly reported
last week that Leon Redbone
would be appearing at UMSL on
March 18. The date of his concert
',)
is April 18.
Also, the Nicolette Larson concert has been rescheduled for
March 21.
The Current regrets the error.

Nationwide teacher
shortage predicted
CPS - The teacher shortage that has cropped up in
isolated areas of the country
will become a nationwide
shorage by 1985, a teacher
education group says.
A report .by the American
Association of Colleges for
Teachers Education predicts
schools will be able to fill only
96 percent of their vacancies
by 1985, and only 80 percent by
the end of this decade.
The exodus of women into
other fields, the increase in
the birth rate and the lure of
higher-paying
professions
primarily are responsible for
the impending shortage,
explained Norene Daly of
the AACTE.
" Many females in the past
would have seen teaching as
the only profession," Daly
said, Now "the business world
is recruiting females ,"

Both males and females
have foresaken education
degrees , mo'r eover, because
of the "low salaries and lack of
incentives" in teaching, she
said.
As a result, "There will be
fewer entering the~tec1ching
profession. because of the lack
of rewards," she added.
Various states, especially
in the Sun Belt, have reported
trouble finding teachers in
certain disciplines.
Florida has teacher shortages in foreign languages,
elementary education and
special education. Georgia
has 5,000 unfilled teaching
jobs this year.
Daly hopes it's not too late.
" If there are not some incentives to attract young people
to the teaching profession,
there will be a serious shortage of teachers ," she said.

Students
from page 7

enrollment in the United States,
has a policy of requiring one
year's tuition prior to getting
permission to register for
some
Nigerian
schOlarship
students, according to Columbia' s foreign student adviser,
Richard Tudisco, The University

of Michigan also requires money
up front now.
The University of Southern
California, which is the second
biggest draw for foreign students
in the United States (after
Miami-Dade Community College), already has started to
refuse to register foreign students who have outstanding
debts .

22,

MARCH
11-12

MARCH
18-19

7:30 & 10:00 p.m.
101 Stadler Hall
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Fun and learning stressed
at UMSL's day care center
Sharon Kubatzky
features/arts editor

A child is being properly
educated only when he is learning to become independent of
his parents.
-Adm. H.G. Rickover
Years ago, many mothers who
left their children in the hands of
"strangers" at day care centers
did so out of necessity. As more
mothers
became
working
mothers , more children entered
day care centers and preschools.
Recently, however, many parents have begun viewing day care
as a viable opportunity for their
children to learn and spend time
with other children in a pleasant
atmosphere.
"I think parents now feel that
preschool is a necessary part of
their child's upbringing," said
Linda Lowery, a preschool aide

at UMSL's Child Development
Center. She said she feels the
change in attitude toward day
care was a result of parents seeing what a difference it made in
their children.
The center at UMSL, in its
eighth year of operation, offers
day care service for children
ages six months to five years .
Located on the South (Marillac)
campus, the center is capable of
accommodating 60 children on a
regular basis, and offers day care
service from 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
each weekday . The center is
available for UMSL faculty ,
students and staff members, and
members of the community who
may live or work nearby .
"It's peace of mind and convenience for the parent," said
Mary Houston, director of the
center. And for the child? " It's a
social experience and a learning
experience," she said. "It's got to

SLIDE!: Four-year-olds Dean EI-Baz (sliding)
and Matthew Reidhead take time out frorp
group activity to have some "free play."
Matthew is the son of U MSL anthropology professor

V~m

Reidh ead.

be somewhere a child is happy
to go."
The children at UMSL's center
seem happy. And why not? The
facility is housed in a former
gymnasium, newly renovated ,
which provides sufficient room
for movement. The light, airy
room is divided by brightcolored dry wall partitions into
areas for each age group. What
used to be a stage is now a "safe
riding area" for tricycles.
A library area in the center of
the room, an indoor sliding board
and gymnastic equipment add to
the allure. A television is available for watching "Sesame
Street" at snack times. "We don't
make a point of using television ,~'
Houston said, "but I'm not
against it in some cases."
One factor Houston feels is
important is the quality and
quantity of staff members at
the center.

HATS OFF: (Above) Julia Thiel, the 13-month-old daughter of
Teresa Thiel, models the latest look in hats at UMSL's Child
Development Center. Julia's mother is a biology professor at
UMSL. (Above Left) Cnildren in the " threes" group listen to an
aide read a story.
Photos by SI' aron Kub atzky '

" Usually in a day care center.
you 'll have one adult to 10
children," she said. "Here, very
often we have 3 staff members to
say, 18 children. You have quite a
lot of one-to-one attention with
an adult. And that's when you get
the best learning."
Many of the employees at the
center hold two-year associates'
degrees in child care from community colleges, according to
Houston. And one employee is
currently completing her master's degree at UMSL.

" To have stab ility in the center, you need few turnovers in the
staff," Houston said. "You need
to have a well-trained staff."
Children attending the center
are separated into age groups
during the day . Infants and toddlers (under 2) have their own
room and staff members . Only
eight children are accepted into
this category at a time, Houston
said.
See "Center, " page 13

A H ELPI NG HAND: Work-study student Gloria Huffman helps four-year-old Rachael Schultz with her craft project.
. Aides at the center try to give as much one-to-one attention as possible.
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Wanna be a rock music critic?
So you wanna be a -rock critic?
Well, step right up, young man, it's all right
here in this wunnerful book I hold in these here
hands . And as this goes for only the meager sum
of two dollars and 98 cents .. .
What's that? Ya say ya wanna know what's in
this superb work of literature?
Well, I'll tell ya, son.
You'll learn the rock critic's vocabulary.
You'll learn words like "essential," words like '
" consequential," words like "fun. "
You'll learn how to sprinkle words like these
in your reviews and you'll learn what they
mean, too.
This quality book will teach ya that "the GoGo's are the definitive fun band." It's right here
on Page 78 , son.
What's tliat? Ya say ya wanna know if it'll
teach you how to act like a rock critic?
Of course it will , my boy. Why just a matter of
weeks ago. a young fella, a lot like you as a matter
of fact, bought his very own copy of this firstrate volume.
To make a long story short, I ran into the lad
again just the other day.
Before, he looked exa<:tly like an UMSL business major, crocodile on his shirt and everything.
Well , after, my boy, he was wearing striped
T-shirts and baggy , used clothes, spouting off
something Dbout Grand Master Flash and the
Furious Five's "rhe Message" being the best 12inch single of the year and the only w'o rthwhile
punk rock coming out of England and what's out
of L.A. being so pseudo and . . .

What's that? You say you 're already a rock
critic and you don't need a book to learn it?
Ya say that a rock critic need only be honest
and write what he feels is the truth?
Leave me alone kid, can't you see ya bother
me?

•
musIc
Frank. Russell

In honesty , but with some trepidation for my
nouvelle vague reputation,. then, I must admit
that I generally enjoyed the album " Paul.Jabara
and Friends" featuring the Weather Girls.
Is that the group that sings in their underwear,
someone in the fifth row of the god-forsaken,
impersonal UMSL lecture hall asks .
I don't know; I haven't been around a television lately, but the scenario wouldn't be too hard
to imagine.
Anyway , I wasn't too impressed when I first
heard " It's Raining Men," but it's a song that
grows on you. I'm still convinced, even so, that
Jabara meant the song as some sort of ethereal
in-joke.
Jabara's co-writer was, after all , Paul Schaffer of the David Letterman show.

*

*

Who is Nicolette Larson?

*

Russian conductor
finds musical place
with U MSL orchestra
George Jones
reporter

Lazar Gosman, artist in residence at UMSL, is not your
ordinary conductor.
Besides being an outstanding
conductor, Gosman also is an
excellent violinist. "I feel that I
am a much better violinist than I
am a conductor," he said.
Gosman , who grew up in Keiv,
Russia , obtained a master's of
music education with an em phasis in violin from the Moscow
Conservatory in 1932. He played
in several orchestras in Russi a,
under conductor Mravenski.
Gosman moved to the United
States in 1977. While here he felt
the need to establish his own
orchestra. "I feel that we need
more chamber orchestras and I
feel that I can bring the type to
this country that is needed ," he
said.
So Gosman started his search
for what he felt would blend best
'to his musical expectation. For
nearly nine months , through
extensive interviews and gruel ing auditions, he found the perfect
match that he was looking for.
And in April of 1978, he held his

first Kammergild Chamber
Orchestra concert at the St.
Louis Art Museum .
Gosman believes Kammergild
is an outstanding group. "I feel
that the quality of music is
outstanding, and the musicianship , tops! " he said .
Gosman added that the orchestra is very well established in
both the commu nity and the
university, with the St. Louis
office located on the second floor
of UMSL's Music Building.
Gosman is not just committed
to Kammergild . He also has
another ,orchestra: The Soviet
Emegree Chamber Orchestra.
This orchestra plays lighter
music than that of Kammergild .
Soviet Emegree has played in
every major city in the United
States. It also has played in other
countries such as Canada and
South America.
Gosman recently accepted a
position at Sunny brook University in New York as a professor of
violin and director of the Sunnybrook Orchestra. Gosman is very
pleased with his new position.
This is his first teaching job in
many years.
See "Gosman," page 12
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Wanted
DOES YOUR RESUME open the
door or close it? Let a professional
Resume Writer help. Call Resumes
That WORK 727- 9577. Student
Discount.
. Summer part time job. $5.00 hourlyweekend help only. Demonstrating
paint spray in store. Great opportunity for men and women. NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED- for more
info. call 291-0683. Ask for Craig.
Young aspiring musician wishes to
purchase a small amplifier for electric guitar. If you have or know of one
that is relatively inexpensive please
. call 838-8236.
Writers interested in becom ing
part of a writers' circle please stop by
the U. Center Room 155 Friday at 2
p.m.
College Student Painters Company
is now hiring painters and managers
for summer of '83. Call 569-1515.

For Sale
'79 Olds Cutlass Salon V-6, 4 door,
exc. condo ps/pb, cruise, air, 77,000
easy highway miles, auto leveler,
blue, one owner, non-smoker, $2,900,
call 727-8191 .
'80 Mercury Monarch Ghia, white/
burgundy int., exc., cond., air, ps/pb, 6
cyl., tilt wheel, very neat, 57,000 highway miles, 4 door, air shocks, $3,900,
call 727-8191 .
1968 Mustang Fastback, 6 cyl., 3
speed stick, in good shape but needs
some work. Call Jim, afternoons 6381252. $1,150.00.
'77 Buick Regal, 231 V6 engine,
power steering, power brakes,
72, 000 miles, Michel in radials, one
owner, very clean, light green, velour
interior, individual seats, AM/FM,
cassette, runs very good, needs air
conditioning compressor, call after
6:30, 638-3290. $3,450.
1976 Plymouth Volare' Premier67,000 miles, one owner-no engine
problems-paint is poor-clean
inside.
Immediate
sale.
Call
721 - 6956 evening, 658-9205 daytime.
Four-bedroom house for sale, University City. Newly decorated,
, energy efficient, top condition. Brick
construction, 1940. Close to Jackson Park, public/parochial schools,
Hanley Rd. Perfect for academic
.fami!y-12 minutes from UMSL 7273109.

Business decisions module forTI 58/
59 Programmable Calculator. library manual, reference guide, label
card, and wallet included. $20. Call
381-2669.
1979 Fiat Strada. 5 speed, two door
hatchback, air condoA good deal on a
good car. Call 991-0503.
1978 Chevrolet Camaro, only 34,3xx
miles, light blue metallic with blue
plaid cloth interior, V-8 automatic, air
condo and other extras, excellent
shape, has brand new battery, exhaust system, and starter system;
asking $4,200. Ca ll 862-7474.
1972 MGB. Fine shape. New top,
new tires, spokes, 4-speed. Must go
to good home. $1600 call Jay at 8788438.

Personal
Blue eyes, we're sooo upset. You
didn't respond to our classified. We'll
forgive you only if you write back in
the next Current! In case we don't
see you-have a great Spring break!
The Turtles from Asian
Thanks for a great time Saturday
night! I know it was only a sam ple of
things to come!
Love,
The unusual kisser
Beth, I can't believe you would write
something so obscene! I was shOCked! Thanks. Happy Belated Birthday
To You Too. I know you are so much
older and wiser-well, older anyway.
(See I did it.) Rick.

Fraternity and sorority writers of
terribly immature classified ads:
grow up and stop living out your Silly
fantasies in the Personals.
To Hooter (alias: Vapor) We found
another nickname that suits you perfectly (although we've never said it
before): 'D.B.'s delight.' Now try to
figure out what this one means! But
you' ll never find out until we find out
what ' Hooter' means!
D.P. and M.K.S.
To all Nice guys around UMSL: I am a
short, shy, introverted, lonely guy
looking for companionship. I am fun loving and will try anything once.
Please reply next issue.
The Kornhole Kid

Pi Kappa Alpha's Daytona Beach Trip
has SOLD OUT for the ninth CON SECUTIVE year. Thanks to everyone
for their support. The raffle winner
was Nikki Cassoutt-congratulations!
Dear Hot Pants: I did not know that
fish wore underwear. And if they did I
don't believe that they would melt at
the Pike house. I have seen you and
you probably don't wear any at all.
Graciously yours,
KA.D.
Attent ion: Daytona-Bound Females:
We are four sensitive, shy, humorous and cordial gentlemen seeking
to meetfourgirls who really just don't
give a damn. Please respond.

T., J ., E.,
and Spike-dog.

Blondie, I can't wait for our road to
SEMO. We're gOing to have a GR EAT
time! Have fun at Rolla! (Don't do anything I wouldn't do.)
B. Dancer
PBJ, You have to have it to melt it! Do
you have it? (I HOPE YOU DO!)
Hot for you
Jason: You were there when I
needed you. Thanks for caring. Have
a great birthday.
Love Patty
To the fox that loves to be abused:
Why do you always have your hands
in your pants pockets? I'm dying to
know! Please explain in complete
details.
Love, Your abuser?!
To My Underground Lover: Hope you
enjoyed the kiss last Friday. They'll
continue as long as you keep staring.
Love & Kisses

Miscellaneous
Students of UMSL: St. Pat's 1983 is
coming up. Road Trip and celebrate
the 75th anniversary of St. Pat's in
Rolla, Mo! March 17, 18, 19! It's the
Party of a' Lifetime!
The Pike From Rolla
Writing Award of $50 to an UMSL
undergraduate on a subject dealing
with concerns, conditions, or achievements of women. This award, a
memorial to Judity Pearson, is sponsored by Women's Studies. Call 5535581 for more information. Deadline:
March 29, 1983.
Wanted: Band to play at party around
June · 1 st. Preferably female lead
vocalist. Contact Bob at 576-61 12.

. My dearest Whip it: Once you get a
trenchcoat, we can flash each other
in the stairwells. Oughta be fun. Afterwards we can hit the vehicle-good
old F-Truck.
Web shooters forever,
Spiderwoman

Denny, Happy 21 st birthday. (March
9) Congratulations, you're legal.
Guess Who

. To the person with the melting
underwear-elastic: That must be one
hell of a sticky mess in your pants!
Roto-Rooter may be able to help.
A concerned citizen

Congratulations to the winners of
Epsilon Beta Gamma frasority raffle:
The Rev RH. Moncure-first place,
Mrs. M.R Divine-second place, Mrs.
Bessie Wilson-third place.

Traditional Irish music featuring
ancient Irish harp in contemporary
perspective. CLAIRSEARCH performs in a scholarship benefit at the
new City School, Tuesday, March 15;
cash bar 6:30 p.m.; concert 7:30 p.m.
5209 Waterman; donation $3
(advance); $3.50 (door).

Meat: I have loved you from afar
since Chem II last semester. I would
love to check out your lab equipment.
Let's get together and mix some
chemicals and see what kind of reactions come up.
kineticly yours, DYRWTHM

Student, with writing certificate,
available to edit academic papers.
Will not be responsible for checking
facts; but can clarify structure, correct spelling and punctuation, etc.
Reasonable rates. Call Diana 2968342.

P.S. I can't wait
BUNSen burner.

SPRING BLOOD DRIVE! Join the
Beta Alpha Psi members as they
sponsor a Red Cross Blood Drive to
save lives. J.C. Penney Building.
March 16, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 3 to 8
p.m.; March 17, 9 am. to 2 p.m.
Individual and group prizes will be
donated by Miller Beers.

Dear Dick, Fuda Fuda What?
SZ
P.S. Do you really want to hurt me?
Riff:
Don't tell me you're still confused!
Looking forward to your e1bows
down on the sunny shores. I can't
wait! See you in a week.
Love, Magenta
Hey Gary! You're so cute and adorable. Too bad half the girls at this .
school think so, Can I join your
harem?
Hairlip

to

light your

S/W/M is tired of meeting the same
girls. I want to meet new females who
are exciting and intelligent. If interested reply in next week's Current
to JFR

Guaranteed Weight Loss. $1 a day.
Call 527-4694 afternoons/evenings.

ATIENTION EVENING COLLEGE
STUDENTS! For the first time the
Beta Alpha Psi Blood drive will be
holding evening hours this semester.
Please give us yoursupportWednesday, March 16 from 3 p.m. until8 p.m.
in Room 22 J.C. Penney.
Looking for a place to live? Housing
Referral may have what you need.
Check it out: Student Activities
Office, 250 University Center, 5535536.
Watch " Saturday Night Live" on
March 12 and witness America's
most un iq ue performer, Leon Redbone, who's also going to be performing right here at UMSL April 18.
UMSL student working sunrise shift
(3:30 a.m.-8 a.m.) at U.RS. Earth City
needs ride to work. Location near
Northwest Plaza. Will pay, if interested call Bob at 427 -2 123.
Win your very own Space Invaders
Video Game. Stop by the Fun Palace
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 2
p.m., score only 2,000 points to enter
your name in a dra wing forthe Space
Invaders game now in the Fun
Palace. No limit to number of entries.
For more details call 553- 5246 between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
THE UMSL PSYCHOLOGY ORGAN IZATION is sponsoring attorney
Linda Mac Lacklan "PSYCH, RIGHTS
WITHIN THE LAW," Wednesday,
April 6, 7 p.m., 101 Stadler Hall.
Admission is $2 fo r public, $1 for
students with current 1.0. Everyone is
invited.
The Holistic Educational Activities
Directory is sponsoring a spring
workshop March 19 to promote a
new approach to teaching and learning based on anthropologicalneurophysiological research in the
U.S. and abroad.
For more information call Joyce
Del Vecchio, 432-6400 or 291 --4281
or Connie Baber, 878- 9182.
Any AOJ majors or minors interested
in starting a local chapter of Apha Phi
Sigma, the National Criminal Justice
Honor SOCiety, please clal me, Karen
Rygelski, at 772-8455, any weekdays after 4 p.m. or any1ime on the
week.
ABORTION SERVICES: Confidential
counseling, pregnancy test, pelvic
exams. REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
SERVICES-the oldest, most experienced and respected name in problem pregnancy counseling and
outpatient abortion services in the
Midwest. Call: 367-0300, or 1-800392-0888 toll free in Mo. 1-800352- 0200 toll-free in III. In the
Doctors Building, 100 N. Euclid at
West Pine, St. Louis, Mo. 63108.
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U. Players dream an
enchanting production
Frank Russell
assistant features/arts editor

The University Players' production of William Shakespeare's " A Midsummer Night's
Dream" can be described with
only one word: enchanting.
While it cannot be said that the
production was perfect in all respects, one left the performance
with a pleasant feeling of satisfaction.
It was clear that each member
of the cast and crew strived to
reach his or her full potential.
Director David Novak of the
Theatre Project Company can
quite likely be credited for m' t::h
of this.
It's impossible to know what
Novak's strategy for motivating
his cast was, but whatever it was
it worked.
And Novak's own personal contributions to the production were
worthwhile, as well. Instead of
setting the comedy in ancient
Greece, as called for by Shakespeare's text, he chose to set the
"Dream" in the American Eastern woodlands of the late 18th
century.

It was an interestir.g move,
certainly one in keeping with the
tone of the play. It also allowed
for many interesting costume
and set design possibilities.

•
review
The costumes for Oberon , the
fairy king; Titania; Puck; and the
other fairies , for example, were
quite interesting. Costume designer Barbara Alkofer did an
excellent job with this production.
Scenic and lighting designer
Scott Sharer's contributions
were also impressive.
Director Novak must have also
demanded much from his actors;
the results were generally quite
good .
Most impressive among the
leads was Jan Ryder as Helena.
She, in the play , desperately
wants the attentions of Demetrius; her whining but still graceful characterization was quite
amusing.

Jason Wells w.as also impressive as Demetrius, in a quite
comical, physically demanding
role. Wells must have taken more
falls in the course of this production than comedian Chevy Chase
ever did .
Maureen Corbett as Hermia
was not quite as strong as Ryder
'or Wells, but her performance
was engaging nonetheless. As
Hermia, she was caught be.tween
her father's desire that she
marry Demetrius and her love
for Greg Barnes' character,
Lysander.
Barnes created a strong
character and could blossom into
quite an actor.
Despite the strength of the
leads , however, the show belonged to Joseph Kupferer as
Bottom, the overly melodramatic lead actor in a ragtag
company that was planning to
present a play for the upcoming
Athenian weddings.
Kupferer had an extremely
appealing stage presence; his
characterization of Bottom may
go down as the most memorable
of this University Players season,
Paula Heller, Anthony Wozniak, Rainer Steinhoff and Jim
,

.

How to procrastinate tastefully.

MAGICAL DREAM: Maureen Corbett (left), David Wassilak
(center), Ray Fanning (top) and Jan Ryder performed in the
University Players' production of "A Midsummer Night's
Dream."
We is played the other characters
in the sideplot; their characterizations were all quite good .
Probably the most captivating
performances, at least in an
aesthetic sense, were those of
the fairy characters.
. David Wassilak was very good
as the mischievous Puck. His
sometimes flowing, sometimes
jerking motion was impressive;
Wassilak created a memorable
character.

Ray Fanning as Oberon, the
fairy king, and Pam Uruburu as
Titania, the fairy queen, both
performed well. Uruburu especially had her moments in scenes
with Kupferer.
The choreography with the
you nger fairies, Mary Ann
Burger, Debbie Meeker, Anne
Byrd, Julie Stemmer, Cindy
See "Midsummer," page 12
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Pour yourself a cup of Irish Mocha Mint. Chocolatey, with a hint of
mint, it's a delicious way to postpone the inevitable . And it's just one of
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FRIDAY, MARCH 11 (8:00pm)
SUMMIT LOUNGE
$ 3 UMSL Students
$4 General Public

Cover cIlarge indudes unlimited
refreshmentsn·
Advance tickets at U. Center Information
Desk-L.imited Quantities!!
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Reviewing without viewing
If the members of the UMSL Sports Car Club
can own Toyota Corollas, I can review films
without seeing them.
"Man from Snowy River" - When is Hollywood going to give us something original? This is
another one of those stories abo ut a canoeist
who does too much cocaine. The advertisement
in the Sunday paper says that "Man from Snowy
River" is the tale of" a boy who is suddenly alone
in the world , the men who challenge him, and the
girl who helps him become a man." From this I
can infer that the protagonist gets lost on a canoe
trip and finds himself at a farmhouse in the middle of nowhere. The farmer's daughter - who
hasn't seen a canoeist with a cocaine- spoon ear-'
ring in years - seduces him. Then her brothers ,
a bunch of rednecks who drink Riunite, challenge the canoeist to a trivia contest. They go
first and ask him what Jean-Paul Sartre's
mother's middle name was. The canoeist's
answer is Paul. He loses and is tied to a chair and
forced to watch " The Family Feud." Compelling adventure.
"Lovesick" - This is the tragic account of a
young man who cannot get sexually excited even after reading the " Current" personal ads.
"The Entity" - This fascinating, innovative
sequel to "Lovesick" is probably the first story
ever told from a sex ual organ's point of view.
"The Lords of Disciplin e" - This futuristic
horror film is the startling story of a group of
four-year-old CFA members who manage to
purge their nursery, school of Communists,
American Indians, whales and one little girl who
looks like Jane Fonda. Compelling drama; lots
of healthy American violence.
" Frances" - Isn't it nice to have good clean
entertainment in our neighborhood theaters
once again? I've missed that t alking mule.
Jessi ca Lange portrays the Farmer.
"My Tutor" - This is the sequel to "Spring
Fever," which was the sequel to " Porky's,"
which was the sequel to " Fast Times at Ridgemont High," which was the sequel to " Private
Lessons." Compelling advertiseme nts: healthy
American jmplicit sex.
" That Championship Season" - Bruce Dern is
Ozzie Smith. Robert Mitchum portrays Joaquin
Andujar. Stacy Keach is Willie McGee and Martin Sheen plays Whitey Herzog.

" The year of Living Dangerously" - This contemporary farce should interest most members
of the UMSL community. It is the story of two
professors who come to UMSL on a faculty
exchange program and verbalize their liberal
views . Sigourney Weaver plays a young political
science professor who has the gall to worry
about a nuclear weapons buildup, and Mel Gibson portrays a naive history professor who has
the nerve to draw parallels between U.S. involvement in EI Salvador and U.S. involvement
in Vietnam.

film
Steve Klearman

Music department
to hold auditions
The music department at
UMSL will hold placement auditions for the 1983-84 year during the week of March 14
through 19.
Vocal and instrumental scholarsh ips in varying amounts ,
incl uding a new scholarship in
tuba, are available to qualified
stu dents .
The UMSL music department
presently has 100 music majors ,

553-5991.

Gosman---------from page 10

" 10 to Midnight" - Charles Bronson stars as
an angry husband and father . His wife has been
brutally murdered by a group of Hispanic youths
wearing soiled T-shirts and headbands . His
daughter has been brutally murdered by a group
of Italians wearing soiled T-shirts and headbands. His house has been burned to the ground
by a group of Indians, Blacks, and Turks - all
wearing soiled T-shirts and headbands. Bronson
kills the whole south side of New York in only
two hours . Compelling action; lots of healthy
American minority killing.
"Wit hout a Trace" - This is a recent
documentary dealing with recent C h~les Bronson
son movies. Judd Hirsch portrays Charles Bronson. The full title of this film is " Without a Trace
of Intelligence."
"Table for Five" - First there was "My Dinner
with Andre," and now "Table for Five." This
agonizing movie focuses on a conversation
among a group of students who spend all of their
time playing cards and saying trivial things in a
college cafeteria. Jon Voight is Bif, a loyal
fraternity member with blown-back hair and a
shirt with a tiger where the alligator used to live.
Marie Christine Barrault is Deb, Bit's girlfriend
and future wife. She's a business major who
giggles a lot and eventually wants to be a peon in
a large corporation. Compelling immaturity;
lots of conversation about American-made cars.

a full-time faculty of 13, and a
part-time faculty of 25 professional musicians , many of
whom are members of the st.
Louis Symphony Orchestra. Programs of study offered lead to the
bachelor of arts in music or the
bachelor of music with emphasis
in music e(iucation, performance
or music management.
To reserve audition time, call

When asked about UMSL's
orchestra and music department, Gosman sa id , "I feel
UMSL's orc hestra is promising;
it seems to grow every year. And
with work it will become an
outstanding orchestra in thE'
community . The music department is exce llent and I hope for
its eventual accreditation from

the National Association of
Schools of Music ."
Some of Gosman's favorite
composers are Bach, Vivaldi ,
Mozart , Haydn, Brahms and
Beethoven.
He
mentioned
Stravinski and Brittan as more
co ntemporary composers .
Some of hi~ favorite conductors
include Zuben Meta , Mravinski
and St. Louis' own Leonard
Slatkin.

Midsummer-~---from page 11

Sheppard and David Sheppard,
was quite engaging.
The minor Athenian characters were played with amusing
grace, as well.
Particularly interesting was
Dennis Potter's Dickensian portrayal of Egeus, Hermia's overbearing father. Larry .o'Brien,
working with a role with very few
lines , also created a memorable
Philostrate.
Tom
Simmons
portrayed

Theseus , duke of Athens and
Christi ne Rubarsky played Hippolyta, the Amazon-or , in the
case, the Indian-princess betrothed to Theseus . Both performed th :-:ir roles well.
All in all , the University
Players can be commended for
having created a quite memorable, quite magical production of
"A Midsummer Night's Dream."
The next University Players
production will be David Rabe's
" Sticks and Bones" April 15, 16,
and 17 .

The
University Program Board
presents
An Outstanding Spring Line-Up
Friday, March 11

8:00 pm

Friday Be Saturday,
March 11 Be 12

10:00 pm

Wednesday, March 16

10:30 am12:30 pm

Wednesday, March 16

12:30 pm

Friday Be Saturday,
March 18 Be 19
Monday, March 21

Hypnotist Tom DeLuca

Sum mit Lounge

At the Movies: Raiders of
the Lost Ark $1 UMSL Students/
$1.50 General Public

101 Stadler Hall

Wednesday Noon Live w/"Loving Always"
(co-sponsored with U. Center)

U. Center Patio/
Fun 'Palace

Comedian-turned-Activist Dick Gregory
(co-sponsored'with ABC)

J.C. Penney Aud.

7:30 Be 10:00 pm At the Movies: Young Doctors in Love
$1 UMSL Students/$1.50 Public
8:00 pm

In Concert: NicoleHe Larson
$3 UMSL Students/$5 UMSL Fac/Staff/
$7 Public

101 Stadler Hall

J.C. Penney Aud.

Events scheduled for April include Dr. Wilson Bryan Key - "Subliminal Seduction" (April 7); Mime
Artist Trent Arterberry (April 11 ); Leon Redbone in Concert (April 18); James Doohan "Star Trekking with
Scotty" (April 19); and Author of "Helter Skelter" Vince Bugliosi (April 27).

Advance tickets for all events for which admission is charged may be purchased at the U niversity Center Information Desk.
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Singers concert an evening of contrasts
Frank Russell
assistant features/arts editor

It was an evening of contrasts
March 2 when the University
Singers opened their midwest
tour with a concert at the St.
Louis Art Museum Auditorium .
Director Bruce Vantine selected a program balanced with the
new and the old , the joyous and
the mournful; it was definitely a
demanding program. Near perfection existed from the University Singers, but sometimes at
the expense of emotion.
The program opened with
Volckman Leisring's " Ye Sons
and Daughters/Alleluia'" It was
immediately clear that the group
was a well-disciplined one, delivering an unfaltering and
unwavering tone .
The choir then performed
three Bach pieces, " 0 Death,

None Could Subdue Thee," " A
Lamb Goes Forth," and "Death, I
Do Not Fear Thee."
Soprano Kimberly Behlmann
performed the first of a number
of solos with "A Lamb Goes
Forth." Her voice captl!red the
sad, mournful quality of the
work. While not strong. her voice
was full nonetheless . capturing
excellent tone.
The choir was quite strong on
"Death, I Do Not Fear Thee." It
was clear that as a group, as a
unit, the singers work well.
A reprise of "Ye Sons and
Daughters/Alleluia!" was quite
strong; in a way, it was forcefully melodic.
William Schuman'S "Prelude
for Voices" then opened a group
contemporary
American
of
choral pieces.
The "Prelude" demanded the
listener's complete attention,

but the singers' execution of the
piece made that attention worthwhile. The choir created a full
sound that was nearly enveloping.
Beverly Stewart performed a
solo; her voice was strong and
her tone quite adequate.
Vantine's own "Of Tide and
Time" started awkwardly, but
emotionally nonetheless . It .was
an engaging piece, but thin.
Paul Fettler's " Oread" was
melodically moving and good as
a contrast to Vantine's piece.
A brief intermission preceded
Vantine's " Processional for the
Season of Light.'" There was

impressive contrast as the
Singers moved through the auditorium . The strength of the
piece was quite engaging.
The sopranos and altos created
a beautiful tone in Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy's
" How
Lovely are the Messengers."
The choir then perfor'med the
Gloria and Agnus Dei from Franz
Joseph Haydn's "Missa brevis St.
Joannis de Deo." The pieces
were, unfortunately, the evening's
weakest moments.
The American folk melody
"Shenandoah" suffered from
near perfect execution causing
not quite enough emotion. The
University Singers are undoubtedly a well-polished group, but
the choir occasionally forgets
that music must come from the
heart .
The Scandinavian folk tune " A
Maiden is in a Ring" was

noon nap; and a walk.
In addition, special field trips
to places like Grant's Farm, the st.
Louis Zoo, the Arch and the
Museum of Transportation are
scheduled.
Each month the children'S
activities center around a common theme. Last month's theme
of "community helpers" involved
learning about each helper's job
and acting out his role in the community, including the roles of
barbers , chefs and policemen.
This month's theme is "transpor-

tation. " In one area of the center,
imaginary roads are taped onto
the floor to illustrate their use.
Estella Mceray, an assistant
for the four-year-old group, said
she becomes close to the children as they move from room to
room within the center.
" You get attached to them,"
she admitted. " And when they
leave, it's kind of hard on you ."
Several families have had two
or three children go through the
program at UMSL.
" Once a family is an avid sup-

porter, and you're familiar with
them and them with the center,
it's logical to have continuity like
that," Houston said. But she must
constantly change the day care's
roster, as children leave the program and new families enroil.
The logistics of scheduling for
the center could make one
dizzy .
" There are people on the waiting list that don't get in for a
while," Houston said. "It varies - I
might have Tuesdays and Thursdays filled , but there might be a

review

Center
from page S

A typical day for the " fours "
might include games , such as
"Duck, duck goose" or the
alphabet game; arts and crafts
activities such as cutting and
pasting, coloring and painting;
language and match exercises;
indoor or outdoor physical activity, such as " bounce, sit and
roll," where the child has to sort
out and execute the movements;
lunch and snack times; an after-

Anti-Communists worth a few insults
I've mentioned in the past a
worthwhile group on campus
which calls itself the Collegiate
Anti-Communists. They're worthwhile in terms of openness to
insult, which they certainly are.
I recently chatted with a fellow
who claimed to be a member of
these Collegiate Anti-Communists.
At least that is what he claims. I
can't be sure.
Anyway, his name is Frank, I
think most anti-communists are
named Frank. That's not to say ,
however, that everybody naml'!d
Frank is anti-communist. But
they probably are.
I asked Frank to tell me a little
about his club. "Well," he began,
"we're basically a social club.
You know, keg parties, dances ,
blacklisting. All in good fun.
" And we don't like to use the
name Collegiate Anti-Communists.
It sounds too intellectual. " I told
Frank that he didn't have to
worry about people thinking_his
group was intellectual. "Well ,
thank-you," he said , " but it's also
too long a name. We call our-

bigots. We don't play no favorites ,
pal. "
I failed to be impressed by the
fairmindedness of the Collegiate
Anti-Communists but I tried to
continue our original conversation.
. " Frank," I said, "what's so
wrong about communists on
campus? Isn't college supposed
to be a place for exch anging different ideas?"
"You must be kidding," Frank
answered . " Do you want to end up
like that radical woman who
teaches political science here?"
" Well," I said, " personally I
don't think I'd look too good in
high heels and a dress but a lot of
UMSL girls could do a lot worse."
"I don't mean look like her,"
sighed Frank. "I mean think like
her; you know , charging into a
CFA film and spitting out communist diatribe. My God , soon
she'll probably be bursting into
theaters that are showing 'Fantasia' and calling Walt Disney a
reactionary."
" Frank," I soothed , "Walt Disney was a reactionary. "

selves the Ants for short. Or
sometimes the Antis ."
I asked Frank if he didn't think
that this name would giYe people

refractions
Gary Belsky

the impression that the club
wasn't just against communists
but simply against.
Frank looked at me with shock.
"We are against everything. At
least everything that's important. You know what I mean."
I said I didn't.
"Well ," Frank volunteered,
"we are only against dangerous
things . Things like communists,
leftists, socialists, Jews , Catholics , blacks and foreigners."
" Anything else?" I asked . " Oh
yeah," he said. " Democrats."
"Wait a second Frank," I
screamed, "you guys seem to be
against everything."
" Well , hey, listen, " assured
Frank, "we're equal opportunity

" Oh my God," cried Frank,
"she's 'started already ."
Trying to calm Frank down , I
asked him if the group does any
good for students. "Sure," he
said, "we offer some scholarships." Surprised, I asked for an
example. "Well , there is the John
Wayne Fund for the Morally
Upright," he said.
" What else?" I asked. " Well ,"
said Frank, "we have a Richard
Nixon Enemies of Communism
grant. Nixon, you know, is sort of
our inspiration."
I reminded Frank that Nixon
was the first U.S. president to go
and visit communist China.
" Yeah," said Frank, " but that
was after his drug addiction." I
couldn't believe my ears. " Drug
addiction," I screamed. " What
drug addiction?"
"You mean you didn't know?"
he asked me. " I think Jane Fonda
was the one that got him hooKed ."
At this point I had to leave. I told
Frank I was going shopping to
buy a shirt. " Have fun," he
yelled. "Just make sure it's not
red."

melodically strong, but the
Polish carol " Infant Holy, Infant
Lowly" seemed a bit restrained .
Behlmann, however, was quite
good with another solo here.
Vantine's " Let Bells Ring" was
his strongest and most engaging
piece on the program, despite its
essentially non-serious nature.
The singers delivered excellent
execution on the piece.
The Easter spiritual "Angels
Rolled de Stone Away" was a
good concluding piece for the
program. Tenor George Jones
delivered a strong, emotional
solo here.
The concert was the first of an
eight-day tour that took the
University Singers to performances in Illinois, Minnesota,
North Dakota and Iowa.

Monday, Wednesd'ay and Friday
space open."
Houston said it may be hard to
fill an open space even if there
are many people on the waiting
list; some may say they aren't
ready to enroll their child , or
can't afford it at the moment, or
their child might not be of the
right age group.
Because of the nature of the
clientele, which includes the
children of UMSL students and
professors , there are several
months in which low enrollment
is a problem, Houston said.
"It's very difficult to survive
during the months of December
and January , and June, July and
August," she said.
Houston said there are a few
improvements she'd like to see
in the future.
"We need a washer and dryer,"
she said. "Right now, the families help out by taking the laundry home on Fridays for us ."
At present, the center has the
children's lunches shipped in
ready to eat. Houston would like
to see the center have its own
food services.
"Som eone wou ld prepare it
here ," she said. "We would need
extra help. But it would allow us
to more readily change menus or
tailor menus to th ~ likes and di slikes of the kids ."
Houston said it;s hard to describe what goes on at the center
-ill capsule form . "The only way to
know what it is like is to come visit,"
she said. " And we love visitors ."
A visitor, judging by the reactions of the children, can see that
this day care operation is successful. Lowery agreed.
" The kids come in smiling and
they don't want to leave," she
said. " They enjoy it. It' s a
happy place."

« « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « «

ST. PAT'S DAY PARTY!
Open 10 a.m. Free corned beef
and cabbage while it lasts!
Drinks specials!

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
THURSDAYS
Ladies' Night
9 p. m. - 1 2 p. m.
$1 cover

TueS.-Sat.

« « « « « «

« « « « « «

WEDNESDAY
NOON LIVE
with

LOVING ALWAYS

9 p.m.-1 a.m.

FRIDAYS
UMSL Special
Feature Drink
2 for 1 noon - 6 p.m.
with UMSL ID

8911 Natural Bridge Rd.
One mile west of campus

March 16 11 am.-1 p.m.
Fun Palace
Sponsored by the
University Program Board
& Univer~hy C~nter
.. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . ..
. . .. .... .

...

~
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• Carolyn Sites Fruchtman and Efrim Fruchtman, profe~sors of
music at Memphis State University,
present a chamber music recital at 8
p.m. in the Education Auditorium on
the South (Marillac) campus.

• The 40th anniversary of the
UMSL libraries' Western Historical
Manuscript Collection is celebrated
with a program and reception at 2
p.m. on the main floor of the Thomas
Jefferson Library.

• John Grotpeter of the St. louis
College of Pharmacy, returning
from a U.S. State Department tour of
South Africa, speaks on "Conflicts·
Continue in South Africa: The Spe-

• Psychology Organization meets
at 3 p.m. at 329 Stadler Hall to hear
John Boswell speak on the topic
"Shrinking World."

• Howard Miller of the UMSl history department delivers the keynote address of the Missouri Junior
Science, Engineering and Humanities Symposium. He speaks on the
topic ".Geez, Mr. Wizard!" at 7:30
p.m. in the J.C. Penney Auditorium.

-----.t11 5

• Molly Reinert and Nona Bonheimer, investment bankers for
Prudential Bache Securities, repeat
last week's program on "Financial
Planning for Women" at noon in the
Women's Center, 107A Benton Hall.
• Mass is celebrated at 12:30 p.m.
at the Newman House, 8200 Natural
Bridge Road.

• An exhibit of photographs by
John Bennett of the Washington
anthropology
departUniversity
ment, "An Anthropologist's Photographs," is on view in the Center for
Metropolitan Studies, 362 SSB,
through March 31.

----~111 ~I_ _ _F_ri_da.._y
• Hypnotist Tom Deluca performs
at 8 p.m. in the Summit lounge. Tickets are $3 for students with an
UMSL 10 and $4 for the general
public. Only a limited number of tickets is available; the price includes
unlimited soda and snacks. Tickets
are available at the University Center
Information Desk.

• Nobel laureate Herbert Brown
of the Purdue University chemistry
department speaks on "Adventures
in Research" as part of the Missouri
Junior Science, Engineering and
Humanities Symposium. He speaks
at 7:30 p.m. in the J.C. Penney
'Auditorium.
• Conrad Hudson of the Farmers
Home Administration and president
of the Association of Government
Accountants speaks on "Governmental Accounting Opportunities"
at 1 p.m. at 202 SSB in a program
sponsored by the UMSL Accounting .
Club.

• The .UMSl baseball Rivermen
meet Missouri Baptist College at 1
p.m. on the field by the Mark Twain
Building.

HYPNOTIC: Tom DeLuca performs
Friday night in the Summit lounge.

• "Jane Bleibt Jane" is a film presented by the modern foreign languages department at 1 p.m. at 100
Lucas Hall. The 1976 film is presented in German with English subtitles.

----111 3
f. The ' University Symphony Or-

,c hestra, under the direction of
James Richards of the UMSL music
department, performs at 3 p.m. in the
Education Auditorium on the South'
(Marillac) campus.
:• . The K~,!,m_e~lId Chamber . Or-

t - - I_

S_u"_d.......
ay

_

chestra presents "An English Even~
ing" of music at the St. Louis Art
Museum Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tic'kets are $8 and $5, with a limited
number of $3 tickets available for
students and senior citizens. Telephone orders may be made by calling
553-5991 or 553-5980.

1 - 1_
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• Marion Orelt of Free Friends of
Captive Nations speaks on "Parallels
Between Communism and Nazism"
at 7:30 p.m. at 334 SSB in a program
sponsored by the Collegiate AntiCommunists.

-----111 611-_w_e_d_"_e_sd_a~y
• Woldu Yoseph and Michalaki
Tsiaklides, international students at
UMSL, speak on "Civil and International Conflict in Cyprus and the
Horn of Africa." The international
seminar is held at 11 :45 a.m. in the
McDonnell Conference Room, 331
SSB. Refreshments are to be served.
• Anna DiStefano, assistant professor of education and women's
studies at Washington UniverSity,
speaks on "Hidden Injuries of Class
or 'Caution: Working-Class Values
Can Be Dangerous to Your Future' "
at noon in the Women's Center, 107 A
Benton Hall.

• The Missouri Junior Science,
Engineering and Humanities Symposium continues today in the J.C.
Penney Building. Events include a
talk by Larry Roderick on "Helicopter
Technology: A Fertile Ground for
Research" at 2 p.m. and a program by
David Hayes of the St. Louis Medical
Examiner's Office on the topic "Decision Making in Forensic Sciences" at
3:30 p.m.

• Artist-in-residence lazar Gosman, music director of the Kammergild Chamber Orchestra, conducts a master class for string
musicians at 7:30 p.m. at 205 Music
Building on the South (Marillac) campus. Call the music department at
553-5991 to register.

• Howard Schwartz of the UMSl
English department speaks on and
reads from his collection of Jewish
fairyt~les at 12:30 p.m. at 318 Lucas
Hall in a program sponsored by the
Jewish Student Union.

cial Problem of Nambia" as part of
the Monday Colloquia in Social
Science Research at 1 :15 p.m. in the
McDonnell Conference Room, 331
SSB. Refreshments are to be served.

• Thursday, March 10
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.rn. All Things Considered
9:30-10:30 p.rn. Music of Our Time
10:30-11 p.m. Ken Nordine's
Word Jazz
• Friday, March 11
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
11 p.m.-6 a.m. Fusion 91
• Saturday, March 12
2-2:30 p.m. The Empire Strikes
Back
5-7 p.m. A Prairie Home Companion
11 p.m.-midnight Gateway Jazz.
This KWMU Student Staff program
presents an hour of recorded performances of live jazz.
midnight-6 a.m. Pipeline. This Stu.dent Staff program presents avantgarde new music. This week's
featured artist is Adam Ant.
• Sunday, March 13
5-7 p.m. Gateway Classics
7-8 p.m. Creative Aging
10-10:30 p.m. Playhouse 91
The lord ofthe Rings: "The Breaking of the Fellowship" (Episode 10).
10:30-11 :30 p.m. Sunday Magazine.
The Student Staff reviews the week's
news events.
11 :30 p.m.-midnight sports Spectrum. The Student Staff reviews the
week in sports.
midnight-6 a.m. Miles Beyond.
This Student Staff program presents alternative and mainstrearr
jazz.
• Monday, March 14
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
• Tuesday, March 15
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
• Wednesday, March 16
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Ttlings Considered

• Alejandro Balaonos speaks on
"Sandinista
Revolution: Agrarian
Reformers or Marxist Revolutionaries?"
at noon at 202 Benton Hall in a program sponsored by the Collegiate
Anti-Communists.
• Dick Gregory speaks at 12:30 p.m.
in the J.C. Penney Auditorium .

• A blood drive is held by Beta Alpha
Psi from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. and from 3 to 8
p.m. at' 222 J.C. Penney Building.

• Thursday, March 17
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
. 5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
9:30-10:30 p.rn. Music of Our Time
10:30-11 p.m. Ken Nordine's
Word Jazz
• Friday, March 18
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
11 p.m.-6 a.m. Fusion 91
• Saturday, March 19
2-2:30 p.m. The Empire Strikes
Back
5-7 p.m. A Prairie Home Companion
11 p.m.-midnight Gateway Jazz.
midnight-6 a.m. Pipeline
• Sunday, March 20
5-7 p.m. Gateway Classics
7-8 p.m. Creative Aging 10-10:30 p.m. Playhouse 91
The lord of the Rings
10:30-11 :30 p.m. Sunday Magazine.
11 :30 p.m.-midnight Sports Spectrum.
midnight-6 a.m. Miles Bey~nd.
• Monday, March 21
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
• Tuesday, March 22
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
• Wednesday, March 23
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
• Thursday, March 24
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
9:30-10:30 p.m. Music of Our Time
10:30-11 p.m. Ken Nordine's
Word Jazz
• Friday, March 25
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
11 p.m.-6 a.m. Fusion 91
• Saturday, March 26
2-2:30 p.m. The Empire Strikes
Back
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Hi Howard. My mom and dad think I'm a
failure. They asked me again what I'm going
to be when I get out of college.

Oh yea, what did you tell them this time,
Barney?

-----111 711-__

-
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• Martha Vicinus of the University
of Michigan English department
speaks on "Male Space and Women's Bodies: The English Suf-

I told them I'd probably be about 45!

fragette Movement" as part of the
UMSL Women's Studies Program.
She speaks at 12:30 p.m. at 126 J.C.
Penney Building.

----~11
• The UMSL/Michelob Collegiate
Jazz Festival is held from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the J.C. Penney Auditorium.
The day program is free. The UMSL
Jazz Band, under the 1!r~~!~~~ ~! ~e~
Matzke of the UMSL music department, performs at 8 p.m. i~ t~e J.C.

911-__

s_at_u_rd_a......
y

Penney Auditorium~ Admission
the evening program is $4.50.

to

• The baseball Rivermen meet the
~~:'.'e~~!!~ ~~ ~y~:~~~~~;-~u:ia at 1 p.m.
on the field near the Mark Twain
Building.

------41201-1__
------412111-__

Su_"_da_y

• The baseball Rivermen meet the
University of Minnesota-Morris at 1

p.m. on the field by the Mark Twain
Building.

M_o_"_da......
y

at the
•
movies
"Raiders of the Lost Ark" is not
particularly essential or consequential, but it is definitely a lot of
fun. Indiana Jones (I ndy, if you've
seen the movie more than 30 times)
battles boulders and bad guys and
gets the girl-isn't life grand!
Harrison Ford stars with Karen
Allen and about 4,080 snakes in this
exciting,
lighthearted
Steven

" Young Doctors in Love" should
be retitled. The possibilities are
endless: " Young Actors in a Silly
Movie," " Old Jokes in a New Movie,"
" Middle-Aged Directors in an
Exploitative Film Industry." I could
go on and on, but I think I see a'
University Program Board Iynchin'
party a-com in' 'round the bend.
-Name and address withheld
"Young Doctors in Love" is presented March 18 and 19 at 7:30
p.m. and 10 p.m. at 101 Stadler Hall.
Admission is $1 with an UMSL student ID and $1.50 for general
admission.

Spielberg adventure.
-Steven Klearman
"Raiders of the Lost Ark" is presented at 7 :30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
March 11 and 12 at 101 Stadler Hall.
Admission is $1 with an UMSL student ID and $1.50 for general
admission.

• No classes are scheduled this
week due to spring break_
• The women's tennis team plays
the University of Missouri-Rolla at 10
a.m. and Central Missouri State
University at 1 p.m. on the tennis
courts near the Mark Twain Building.

• Nicolette Larson performs with '
her band at 8 p.m. in the J.C. Penney
Auditorium. Tickets are $3 for
students with an UMSL 10, $5 tor
UMSL faculty and staff, and $7 forthe
general public. Tickets are available
at the University Center Information
Desk.

__
------112911-__
-----j1301
------1131 II-__

----~12811• Classes resume_
• The softball Riverwomen meet

M_o_"_da_y

Elmhurst College at 2:30 p.m. on the
field near the Mark Twain Building.

Tu_e_s_da.....
Y1

. " Peer Counselors sponsor a time
management workshop at 1 p.m. at

the Counseling Service office, 427
SSB. Call 553-57 11 to preregister.

t-_W_e_d_"_e_sd_a_y.

• T.he baseball Rivermen meet
Southern
Illinois
University-Ed-

wardsville at 1 p.m. on the fi eld near
the .Mark Twain Building ..

T_hu_r_sd_a......
y

IN LOVE?: Sean Young (top) and
Michael McKean star in "Young
Doctors in Love."

• Cpunseling Service sponsors a
test anxiety workshop
beginning today from 2 to 4 p.m. at
the Counseling Service office, 427
SSB. Call 553-5711 to preregister.

~o-session

• The men's tennis team meets
Northeast Missouri State University
at 2:30 p.m. on the tennis courts near
the Mark Twain Building.
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Indians defeat Rivermen in
MIAA tournament opener
Kyle Muldrow
reporter

Going into the first-round
game of the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Association
post season tournament against
Sourthesat Missouri State University in Cape Girardeau last
Thursday night, the UMSL Rivermen basketball team knew that it
had ~ big score to settle.
You see , SEMO was the only
conference team that the Rivermen hadn't beaten during their
successful 15- 12 season. The 21. 5 Indians had beaten UMSL 78-65
in the first encounter in St. Louis
and tHen easily won the rematch,
92-75, in Cape.

to-man press. Both teams held
each other at bay for the first few '
minutes of the first half. Then,
things began to happen to the
Rivermen. First, an abundance
of five-second calls. Then, the
fouls rolled in. To make matters
worse, the Indians' star forward,
Terry Mead , was having a great
night from the field. Everything
he put up went in. With 5 minutes ,
13 seconds left in the half, Meckfessel signaled for a time-out. At
the time, UMSL was trailing, 2917. '
That time out seemed to get
some new life into the Rivermen.
They came out with five unanswered points and looked crisper
:on 'offense. Also, their 2-3 zone
'was starting to halt the Indian
attack. At the half, UMSL had
narrowed the margin to 38-31.

For the third game, UMSL had
to go back to Cape to play in
Houck Field House, better known '
as "Horrible Houck. " with 2,500
When the second half started, '
of the rowdiest fans west of the
however, the Indians took conMiSSissippi. Things would not be
trol. Instead of just Mead showthat easy for Coach Rich Mecking off, center Jewell Crawford
iessei ~n-~ h !~ t~2!!! . - g;,:t _t~ - 2!!~ g::-2:!~ A-::;~h:J~+Ve!'!~c-!'!j~L,!~d
were ready.
the show. The Indians took
another big lead and seemed
ready to put it away. but the game
The Rivermen came out in
,wasn't over yet. And the Rivertheir usual patient offense
men let the Indians know it. They
while the Indians started with
. quickly went into an offensive set
their aggressive, swarming man-

that started to produce some
quick points. Before SEMO knew
what hit it, the Rivermen had
fought back to within -four , 6864 .
But, after a timeout, the
Indians woke up. In the last three
minutes, they outscored the
Rivermen, 15-7. That was the
clincher. The Indians won it, 8472.
Jewell Crawford was the
game's high scorer with 24
points. Mead and Crawford both
scored 19 for SEMO. For UMSL,
Carlos Smith scored 16 , Reggie
Clabon had 15, Kurt Jacob had 11
and Richard Hamilton had nine.
-Even though it lost, Meckfessel was proud of his team's
performance. "They weren't intimidated. They went out and
really gave them (SEMO) a
fight. "
And, with that, the curtain
comes down on another Rivermen basketbaii s~ason . - ... - ~
UMSL Notes: Southeast went
on to win the tournament by
defeating Central Missouri State
University.

HELPI NG HAND: Richard "Bird" Hamilton, Reggie Clabon and
Kurt Berg go upfora rebound against Southeast Missouri State
University. The Indians scalped the Rivermen on Thursday
evening, 84-72 .

Tennis teams look for consistency in new seasons
Burkhart looks to returning
letterman for stability

Geers, Seckel
head up
distaff side

Dave Moody
reporter

Curt Melchior
sports editor

If one word were used to describe the 1983 edition of the
UMSL Riverwomen it would be
inexperience. "We have quite a
few seniors who are playing here
for the first time," according to
head coach Pam Steinmetz.

Every team has one or two
individuals who are team leaders.
Lisa Geers and Chris Seckel are
expected to be the top singles
players on this , year's squad.
"They are both seniors this year
and they have improved every
year that they have been here.
They are also our number one
doubles combination. They have
a really aggressive style when
they play doubles and they like to
get into the net," Steinmetz said.
In addition to Geers and Seckel , there are a couple of other
returnees for the Riverwomen .
They are Pat Harkins , who is
expected to move up from her
position of fifth Singles of last
year, and Mary Sucher who probably is going to be in the third
singles slot this year.
The rest of the pOSitions on the
team are wide open. "We are still
looking for our positions. We will
have a ladder set up in the next
couple of weeks where the
players can have challenge
matches to determine their position. The rest of the squad is
close in ability, " Steinmetz
said.
Steinmetz expects Southeast
'Missouri State Uiversity to pro-

Chris Seckel

Lisa Geers

vide the toughest conference
opposition this year. "Southeast
is usually a top team. They are
deep all the way down the line
and they always have several top
women from St. Louis on their
team in addition to having
players from other areas as
well," Steinmetz replied.
. This squad is young in terms of
experience. There is one answer
to this potential problem. " We
need improvement and to get
experience under our belts. I try
to emphasize help witli strokes
and 'strategies during practice.
We are stressing consistency as
the primary part of our game.
The experienced players have
t heir own strategies, but it has
been shown if you get the ball
over the net four or five times on
a point you will usually 'win the
point and this is what I want to
emphasize to our younger
(experiencewise) players," Steinmetz said.
The Riverwomen open up play
with a triangular meet on March
19. Also competing in the meet
will be Illinois State University
and SEMO. The meet is to be held
at SEMO and Steinmetz is looking for a good showing. "The
players have shown a lot of
improvement in practice. Once
we get an order established we

will be
said.

~etter

off," Steinmetz

So this year could be either a
good one or only a so-so one for
the Riverwomen tennis team. A
lot of their progress in the winloss column will depend on the
development of these inexperienced players. If they come
along at a good pace the Riverwomen might be able to make
some headway in the Missouri
Intercollegiate Athletic Association this year.

The UMSL men's tennis team
will open its 1983 season this
Saturday, March 12, against.Eastern Illinois University and
Coach Randy Burkhart is optimistic about the team's chances in the coming year. "We're in
a tough conference but this is a
new year," Burkhart said.
The team has been practicing
since mid-January and one ofthe
tasks Burkhart hopes will be successful is molding the talents of
the new players with the three
returning lettermen. Senior Dan
O'Keefe and juniors Jeff Zoellner
and Bill Valentine are the team's
only returning players so UMSL
will field a relatively young team
in terms of experience.

If the team is to improve its
conference standings, it must
beat the likes of perennial
powerhouse Northeast Missouri
State University, and Northwest
Missouri State University and
Southeast Missouri State University which have solid tennis
programs. UMSL finds itself
behind these teams but ahead of
Central Missouri State University , which almost dropped its program, and the University of
Missouri -Rolla.

To beat these teams , Burkhart
must field a competitive team
which gets plenty of fan support.
Burkhart' can provide the former
but the school must provide the
latter. All of the home matches
are played on campus behind the
Mark Twain Building.

Great Scott's is open Sundays

1983 Men's Tennis
1983 Women' s Tennis
March 12
March 12
March 17
March 21
March 26
March 26
March 28
March 31
April 1
April 4
April 12
April 15

Eastern Illinois U.
Indiana State U.-Indianapolis
Westmin ister College
University of Missouri·Rolia
Southeast Missouri State U.
Bradley University
Southeast Missouri State U.
Northeast Missouri State U.
Westminster College
Washington University
Principia College
Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology

T
T
H
T
T
T
H
H
T
T
T
H

April 16
April 19
April 22-24

University of Tennessee-Martin
Washington University
MIAA Conference Championships

H
H
T

March 19

Southeast M issouri State Triangular
(UMSL, Illinois State, SEMOl

T

March 26

UMSL Triangu lar
(UMSL, Central Mo., Saint Louis U.l

H

April 1-2

UMSL Triangular
(UMSL, Lin co ln U., NEMOl

H

April 5
April 6
April 9

PrinCipia College
Southeast Mo. State U.
Lincoln Triangular
(UMSL, Lincoln U., NMSUl

T
H
T

April
April
April
April
April

University of M issouri-Rolla
Saint Louis University
Missouri Western Tournament
William Jewell College
MIAA Championships

12
13
15-16
17
22-23

•

H
T
T
T
T
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Martin Harris manages his way around UMSL
Curt Melchior
sports editor

There are some jobs that are
considered " dirty work." Martin
Harris does not consider his job
" dirty work." Harris is the
manager for the Rivermen basketball team .
" I make sure everything is set
up for practice. I also make sure
. that everyone has everything
they need for practice," Harris
said. Harris also acts as a fill-in
when somebody cannot make
practice. " Today I helped Carlos
(Smith) with stretching because
Bob (McCormack) has late
classes on Tuesday and Thursday . I have not been able to really
practice with the team yet,"
according to Harris .
Harris likes most sports. " I
like to play intramural football ,
baseball, and I like to coach. I
also have umpired some baseball
games before. I just like to be
connected with sports in general ," Harris said.
Harris' nickname is " Buggy. "
He acquired this unique name in
his early childhood. "I stayed
with Grandma when Iwas a child.
She always used to promise me
things and I would keep on bugging her about them so she called
me 'Buggy' and it has stuck with
me ever since," Harris said.
Harris graduated from Beau-

Sharon Kubatz

BUSY BUGGY: Martin "Buggy" Harris takes a rare break during a recent Rivermen basketball
practice. Harris is a manager, student and president of a local chapter of Gamma Nu Phi. Harris
wants to become a manager of his own store someday.
mont High School in 1981. At the
present time he is a business
administration major with an
emphasis in management and
marketing. Harris also is president of Gamma Nu Phi fraternity

here at UMSL. He is a member of
the Athletic Committee. This
may seem like a lot and it probably is , but Harris finds time to
fit it all into his schedule. " I
usually go to school, come to

UMSL to host conference
A major sports conference
bringing together
scholars ,
athletes, administrators and
journalists from around the
world will be held at UMSL, April
14 , 15 and 16.
The conference, coined " More
Than a Game: The Importance of
Sports," will focus on problems
and issues in the sports world,
with participants developing
suggestions for future poliCies. It
is free and open to the public.
Charles Korr, associate professor of history at UMSL, has
been organizing the conference
for the past two years. " In the
past 15 years it has become
increasinglyclear to most people
that organized sports is more
than a collection of games, " he
said. "Millions of dollars , national pride, racial dignity ,
morality and standards of conduct are only some of the serious
issues involved in sports. During that same period of time,
scholars in traditional academic
disciplines have turned their
attention to the study and impact
of sports on our society."

LIAVI1I8

COLLIIB!
Control Data Institute recommends that you stay and earn
your degree. But if we can't
change your mind, we can
at least help you take advantage of the college wor~
completed so far.
Through a new approach to
individualized instruction,
Control Data Institute can
help you get the training
you need to seek a career as
a Computer Programmer,
Operator or Computer Technician.

CALL
(314) 534-8181
and learn how the world of
computers could be your
world, too.

CONT~DATA

INSTITUTE
r.:Ic:\

t'lne-dUCctIIOnWfYI(e"of

~CI CONT 11.01. D.tIIA COIV'OIV<TION

Des Peres Hall
3694 W. Pine
St. Louis 63108'

Scholars from five nations will
participate in the program. Visiting scholars include Bruce Kidd,
sports historian from the University of Toronto and former Canadian Olympian; Wray Vamplew,
associate professor of economic
history at the Flinders University of South Australia and author
of two books on the economic history of sports; Eric Dunning,
sports sociologist from the
University
of
Leicester,
England , and author of a book on
rugby and several articles on
crowd violence in soccer; and
Arnd Kruger, professor of sports
history at the University of Gottingen, West Germany, a former
Olympian who has written three
books on the politics of sports.
Among the United States
scholars participating are John
Chandler, associate professor,
University of Texas at Dallas;
William Baker, professor of history, University of Maine; and
Allan Sack, sociologist, University of New Haven and director of
the Center for Athletes' Rights
in Education.
Jim Otis, formerly of the St.
Louis football Cardinals, Leonard
Koppett, editor of the Peninsula
Times-Tribune
and
former
sports columnist for the New
York times and The Sporting
News , and a panel of local journalists will discuss the importance of sports journalism April
14 at 8 p.m.
Oscar Robertson, former Hall
of Fame basketball player, will
speak at a special session of " The
Value and Values of Sports,"

April 15 at 8 p.m. Also, James
Frank, immediate past president
of the National Collegiate Athletic Association.will participate in
a panel discussion on intercollegiate athletics, April 15 at
9:30 a.m .
All sessions will be held in the
J .C. Penney Building.
The conference also will
include sessions on fans, writers
and
broadcasters ,
intercollegiate athletics, women's
sports, and sports and international politics. Sessions will
be devoted to sports and American blacks, and the economics of
sports.
Paul
Alexander,
Howard
Balzer, Dave Dorr, Richard
"Onion" Horton, Rich Koster,
Ron Jacober, and other local
sports journalists will participate in the conference.
" The goal of this conference is
to involve the public in the consideration of the importance of
sports , both to people as individuals and as part of a demo-'
cratic society ," Korr said. "The
conference theme reflects the
point that sports is too important
a part of our lives for us to follow
it without giving some thought to
the direction in whcih sports is
going and where it might be leading society."
The conference is supported
by grants from the Missouri
Committee for the Humanities
(the state-based arm of the
National Endowment for the
Humanities), and the Seven-Up
Co.
For more information , call
553- 5690.

"YOU'RE PREGNANT!"
How these words make you fee l IS very Impo rtant.

If you feel blessed-get pre natal care earl y and have a he;Jlthy,
happy. pregnancy.
If. however, you feel there IS d pro bl em .in cd rryi ng your pregnan cy to
term , call and tdlk it over w it h o ne of ou r co unselors. or make an ap·
po intment for counseling here In th e clinIC
W e are the ol dest. most expenenced na me In problem pregnancy
cou nseling and 0 utpat lent abo rl lo n servICes In the Midwest

reproductive
health services
Doctor's Building, 2nd Floor
100 North Euclid at West Pine.
(4 blocks north of Bdrnes Hospital)
5t. loQuis, MO 63108

(314) 367·mOO
(collect calls accepted)

.
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practice, and then go home and
study for awhile. When I don't go
to practice (when there is no basketball season) I do something
like work out or play intra. murals," Harris said.
Most people who do " dirty
work" have their work go unnoticed . This is not the case with
Harris' managerial chores . " It .
may not be noticed when I am
here but I think it is missed when
I am not here. If a player has a
problem with his uniform or
equipment he comes to me to see
if I can fix it," according to
Harris.
People choose their jobs for a
variety of reasons. Harris chose
to become a basketball manager
for a variety of reasons as well. "I

wanted to meet some people. I
meet peopl e as a basketb all
manager and thi s also gives m e
the opportunity to do a little
traveling. I wanted to becom e
involved with sports and Iwanted
to learn the sport ( basketball) so
I became manager . I would like
to coach a team at t he MathewsDickey Boys Club and this
helps," Harris sai d .
Harris has an inte resting hobby. " Meeting peopl e is my hobby .
When I first cam e here people
were walking around like zombies and I would t alk to people
but not get any response. I
decided to start talking to them
and being basketball manager
also helped me meet some of the
people here, " according to
Harris.
Harris would like to become a
person who works on the managerial level at his own store. " I
might like to manage a shoe or
clothing store. I would just like to
get into the managing aspect of
business ," he said.
Harris does not expect to
return in the role of basketball
manager next year. " I don't think
I will do this next year. I would
like to get a job in my area of
interest (business) and work
there for awhile and see how it
goes," Harris said.
"' Buggy' does a great job,"
according to Bob McCormack.
McCormack is a reserve guard
for the Rivermen . " Whenever we
need something done and ask
'Buggy' to do it he always says it's
no problem," according to
McCormack.
So, while Martin Harris is
doing his job, the rest of us go
through the rigors of college life.
He may not get the attention that
the players on the basketball
team get, but it does not mean
that he is any less important to
the team. Just ask any of the
players.

Keggers lead in basketball
Ronn Tipton
reporter

Now that March is here, nearly
every UMSL student's thoughts
are headed toward the upcoming
spring break. Whether they are
going to Florida or just staying in
St. Louis , most UMSL students ,
including this one, are planning
to take it easy. However, it is a
little-known fact that to get the
most enjoyment out of lying
around tanning, gOing out drinking, or just listening to the stereo,
one must be in good physical
.condition.
Some of the basketball players
are getting in terrific shape.
Take the Keggers , for instance.
They are 6-0 and leading the
Division 1 standings. Behind
them are the Shorts (4-1), Big
Dogs (3-2), Devastation (2-3) ,
ROTC 1 (2-3)and the Deans (1-4).
The Big Dogs beat ROTC 1 62-58 ,
and the Keggers won by forfeit
over Devastation. The Keggers
and the Shorts should both make
the playoffs.

Mark Twain Banks has '
one part-time Data Control
Clerk position available at
its Services location. Ind ividuals interested should
possess strong verbal skills,
have figure aptitude and
operate a 10-key adding
machine. The hours are
3:30-8:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday with occas ional Saturdays. If interested, call (314) 383-2000,
Ext. 472 or 460 afte r
11 :00 a.m.

MARK TWAIN
BANKS
180

Northland Shopping Center
Jennings, Mo., 63136

In Division 2, the United
Blacks are leading with a 5-0
record. They are followed by Salt
& Pepper (4-1) , the Butchers (32) , Biology Club (2-3) , FUBAR
(1-4) and the Papal Bulls (0-5) .

intraDlural
report
Last week's action included the
United Blacks smashing the
Biology Club 73-44 , Salt & Pepper murdering the Papal Bulls
~2-10 , and the Deans downing
FUBAR 49-42. Both United
Blacks and Salt & Pepper have
clinched playoff spots.
Turning to the night league ,
the A division looks like this :
Fubar (3-1) , Icemen (3-1) , Fighting Irish (3-1) , No Names (1-3)
and Latecomers (0-4) . The B
division is lead by the Baseball
Rivermen (4-0) . Then comes
Beta Alpha Psi (3- 1), Optometry
School (2-2) , Papal Bulls (1-3)
and Psychos (0-4) . Tuesday night
in the first round of the playoffs ,
FUBAR played Beta Alpha Psi
and the Baseball Rivermen
prayed the Icemen. The winners
will meet this Tuesd ay at 7:30.
E

THINK YOU'RE

PREGNANT?
WILL IT BE A PROBLEM?
For FREE confidentia l testing & help
call

Greater St. Louis Area
Ballwin Branch
Cave Springs Branch
•• 4

962-5300
227-2266
447-9300
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Cathy Lewis takes care of youthful UMSL
Dan Kimack
assistant sports editor

Assistant softball coach Cathy
Lewis is taking care of business
for the UMSL Riverwomen.
In fact , Lewis is an assistant
coach - and only an assistant
coach. But, with basketball recently winding to a close and recruiting fresh basketball talent
high on head softball and basketball mentor Mike Larson's list of
priorities, he is finding it hard to
make his services available for
the Riverwomen softballers.
Now, consider this : When
coach Larson was asked to review his '83 soft bailers a week
ago, " Cathy Lewis should have
all the answers," was his
unequivocable res·ponse. "Cathy
is on her own," he added.

Lewis has been on her own since the opening day of practice
January 17 .
" Yea, I've been running the
practices," Lewis said. " But only
until Mike Larson has finished
everything concerned with basketball. I'm just trying to get the
girls ready for their first game of
the season."
And according to Larson,
" Cathy is doing a great job; we
would be lost without her."
Lewis is a graduate of UMSL
and coached one year of high
school softball and basketball at
Normandy before joining head
coach Mike Larson this year.
Oh, and one more thing: Lewis
was a standout catcher for the
Riverwomen during the 1980
season, just three years ago.
And just three years ago, three

KROME-RUN: Cindy Krome unleashes a big swing during
practice. Krome is expected to help the Riverwomen's offensive output this season.

Diane Frederickson
pitcher

Lisa Thayer
pitcher

UMSL freshmen softballers now in their senior season were cogs in the very same
Riverwomen wheel. Lisa Studnicki, Pat Maleas and Lori Davidson played side-by-side Lewis
in 1980.
While Lewis may be the girls'
peer, she has no trouble coaching
them. Nor do the girls have any
difficulties listening to their onetime teammate.
"I respect her talent as a
coach," Maleas said with a thin
grin. "She yelled at us when we
were teammates, and she still
likes to yell and scream at us .
But, I think she's doing a great
job. "
"We're probably a lot farther
ahead at this point than we were
last year," Larson said. " Cathy is
setting things up, and I don't
think I'll have to change too many
things when I get back."
So, Lewis has been priming the
Riverwomen for the opening
game of the season and Mike Larson will gear things up March 21
for a 2 p.m. contest with Southern
lllinois University-Edwardsville.
" This will probably be a rebuilding year for us," Lewis said.
" However, I'm still optimistic
about our chances."
"We have a lot of good freshmen joining us this year," Lewis
added. " Along with our limited
number of returning starters,
they will make up the foundation
for this year's team."
"We could start as many as
four freshmen this year," Larson emphasized.
Thus, wfth four possible freshmen as starters and only nine
women returning from last
year's team, this definitely will
have to be a rebuilding year.
Just a few newcomers to the
Riverwomen squad this year
include Lisa Thayer, Cindy
Krome , Diane Frederickson,
Kelley Javier and Theresa Klaus.
Others new to the UMSL colors
are Cid Tobias , whose brother
was an UMSL baseball standout,
and Georgia Hinson.
"We know we are in a tough
situation," Lewis said, " but it is
hard not to have a good outlook
with all these new people joining

the team. They are all going to be
good ballplayers."
Lisa Thayer, a freshmen
pitcher, is coming along very
well according to Lewis. Thayer
is expected to be the no. 1 Riverwomen pitcher. Krome, Frederickson and Studnicki also are
likely pitching candidates; all
three are vying for the relief
position.
" Lisa Studnicki could be our
number one pitcher," Larson
said. " It all depends on the catching situation. If it happens that
Lisa will be catching, then
Thayer will be the pitcher, and if
Lisa isn't catching, she will very
likely be doing the pitching."
" Nothing is certain yet," Larson noted.
With the influx of fresh
pitchers and the questionability
of the catching position, both
Lewis and Larson feel that the
pitching will be the big question
mark during the '83 campaign.
" Our pitching is questionable, " Larson said. "That and hitting are what we are going to have
to work on. They could be the low
poin~s of our team ."
Lewis also expects a host of
newcomers to help out on the
infield , as well as in the pitching
staff. "Kelly Javier will join us
this year and I expect her to play
a solid third base for us," she
said. " And Theresa Klaus will
play some shortstop and a little
outfield. She is very versatile."
Christy Howarth, Tobias and
Hinson are going to see a lot of

first-year action in the outfield,
according to Lewis.
" Christy Howarth is pretty
versatile, also," Lewis said. "She
has a good glove and rIps the ball
pretty well. Cid Tobias and
Georgia Hinson will round out
the outfield. Hinson is finishing
up with baske(ball and we are
going to depend a lot on her
bat. "
So much for the newcomers to
the Riverwomen squad. There
are, after all, a handful of returnees from last year's group.
Of the returnees , Studnicki, a
bonafide all-American candidate, definitely is the most notable. Last season, Studnicki led
the women softballers with a .352
batting average, a .390 slugging
percentage and an incredible
.410 on-base percentage.
Studnicki has been an integral
part of UMSL softball for the last
three years. She holds many ca- '
reer records in the offensive
categories, and her defensive
abilities and knowledge of the
game are par excellence.
" Studnicki wil play a double
role for us this year," said Lewis.
"Lisa will catch some for us and
she will also help us in the relief
pitching. She has the needed
experience; she can take advantage of any hitter's weakness."
"Laura Gerst, Lori Davison
and Pat Maleas are also coming
back for us this year," added
Lewis. "Gerst play ed right fi eld
for us last year and Davidson and
Maleas are coming back as
seniors."

"Cathy is doing a great job. We would be
lost without her."
- Mike Larson UMSL head softball coach

Cindy Krome
outfielder
1983 Softball Schedule
Home

Georgia Hinson
outfielder

Christy Howarth
outfielder

March 28
April 1- 2
April 5
April 11
April 13
April 23
April 25

Elmhurst College (2)
UMSL Invitation (2)
Bradley University (2)
Saint Louis University
McKendree College (2)
Lincoln University (2)
Indiana State U.Evansville (2)

2:30 p.m.
TBA
2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

May 2
May3

Eastern Illinois U. (2)
Southern Illinois U.Edwardsville (2)

3 p.m.
3 p.m.

Cid Tobias
outfielder

Sue Vetter
outfielder
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softball squad in Coach Larson's absence
Both Lewis and Larson,
though , are still uncertain about
the amount of maturity to be
found on the Riverwomen squad.
"It's going to be hard to tell just
how much the girls that are eoming back are going to be able to
pull the team together," Lewis
said. "They will all have to work
together if they want to get that
maturity. "
" Studnicki will be the main
person," Larson said. " She will
be the leader. Lori Davidson
will also have to get her hitting
on. If she does , she could lift the
team. Last season she had some
troubles ."
That's what it is going to take if
the women hope to better their
record of 10-24 from a year
ago .
" If everything goes right, I can
see a- .500 season for us this
year," Larson said. " Our pitching
will have to come through and
our strong hitters must do their
job. "
" Our defense will definitely be
strong this year," he said. "We
lost an excellent third baseman
in Sandy Moriarty last year, but
Kelly Javier can handle third
base very well."
" If there is going to be anyone
thing that may make up for any
kind of inconsistency in our
pitching, it will have to be our
defens e," Lewis added . "This is
probably one of the finest infields we've had ."
Larson expects to finish behind Northeast, Central, Northwest and Southeast Missouri
state universities, respectively ,
in their conference race.
"We're going to have a lot of
tough competition this year,"
Larson said. "I would guess that
Northeast will be one of the better teams, but all the schools are
going to have good teams."
" Last year we lost a lot of oneand two-run ball games, and we
played a lot of Division 1
schools ," he said. " Our record
didn't show how competitive we
really were. "

I

Lisa Studnicki
catcher

Lori Davidson
infielder

Laura Gerst
outfielder

"We are going to have some
tough opponents again this
year," Larson added . "In our
softball tournament here at
UMSL (t he Gateway Softball
Tournament) , we will face some
Division 1 schools like Saint
Louis University , Indian State
University and some others. It's
going to be tough ."
So, when the Riverwomen take
the field for the first time this
year against SIU-E, they will be
trying to overcome their insecurities for the '83 season pitching and hitting.

THE STU D: Lisa Studnicki
takes part in a drill du ring a
recent practice. Studnick is
an all-around athlete who
has a chance to be an AIIAmerican this season.

" Our tentative lineup will be
something like this ," Larson
said. "Thayer will most likely be
pitching, Studnicki will do the
catching, Howarth will be at
first, Maleas at second , Davidson
at shortstop, Javier at third and
Gerst, Tobias and Hinson will be
in the outfield."
The women softballers still
have time to iron out the inconsistencies before they kick off
their season March 21 , and if
Lewis continues to pace the
women, they might even surprise
themselves .

Studnicki aims for·A-A honors
Dan Kimack
assistant sports editor

1983 Softball Schedule
Away
March 21
Evansville
2 p.m.
March 23
University of Missouri-Rolla (2) 3 p.m.
March 25-26 Indiana State-Evansville
TBA
Tourney
Marc h 30

Southern Illinois U.Edwardsville (2)

3 p.m.

April 8-9

Southeast Missouri State
Tourney

TBA

April 16
April 19
April 22
April 28
Apri129-30

Lindenwood Colleges (2)
William Woods College (2)
Greenville College
Quincy College
MIAA Tourney (2)

1 p.m.
2 p.m.
4 p.m.
3 :30 p.m.
TBA

Kathy Boschert
catcher

Pat Maleas
infielder

Kelly Javier
infielder

Lisa Studnicki, in her first
three years at UMSL, has been
one of the most prolific softball
players in the school's history .
And this year, barring any
strange exceptions, she will
again be the guiding light for the
Riverwomen softball team.
For a matter of analogy, Studnicki is to UMSL softball what
peanut butter is to jelly. She is
the UMSL softball team this year
- she has been UMSL softball
throughout her career.
Studnicki is the forerunner in
almost all of the Riverwomen
offensive categories. For example: Season batting average
leader - Studnicki, .361; season
slugging percentage leader Studnicki, .390; most runs scored
in a Single season - Studnicki,
45; most home runs in a single
season - Studnicki, 7. The list
goes on, and on, and on.

Theresa Klaus infielder

Studnicki's lists of accomplishments off the field goes on
and on, too. Academically, Studnicki was the only female athlete
at UMSL to earn a 4.0 grade pOint
average last semester. Going
into her second semester as a
senior, the woman standout carries an overall mark of 3.2.
" I've got 113 credit hours
toward my degree and certification in physical education," Studnicki said. ''I' d like to go on and
coach softball and be an assistant
trainer on the college level. I'd
like to do all of that here at UMSL
if I could."
After being offered a scholarship and afforded personal funding and a good education Studnicki feels that she has a debt to
repay to the university.
" lowe the school a lot," she
confessed. " UMSL has put me on
a work-study program under Ted
Struckmann and they have also
funded me with extra money
when I need ed it."
.
Studnicki has been Struckmann's trainer apprentice since
her freshman year. She has
traveled with both the men's and
women's basketball teams, and
has performed many needed services in the patch-' em-up department.
Aside from earning her
bachelor's degree in physical
education, and working under
Struckmann, softball is Studnicki's true love and passion. And
her No. 1 goal for her senior year
and season is to make allAmerican honors for her ex- ·
cellence on the playing field.
"When I was in high school,"
Studnicki said , " I always
dreamed of making the varSity
softball team. Once I did , I tried
to be good enough to play college
softball under sc!t0larship. I've .

reached these goals, but now
what 1 want to do is become an
all- American."
Looking back over Studnicki's
career and all she has accomplished , one might think she
would be a shoe-in for the
national prestige. But, there may
be one major obstacle in Studnicki's path.
"The team will have to do well
as a whole for Studnicki to have a
real chance at becoming allAmerica," head coach Mike Larso·n said. "If the team doesn't do
well, it will be very hard for Lisa
to earn the honor."
Studnicki agreed . " I have ·
talked to Coach Larson about the
situation," she said . " I feel that
we are probably a .500 ball club.
If the team doesn't get recognized, I'll have to work extra hard
and people will have to do a lot of
talking on my part.
" This is the highest honor left
for me to receive," Studnicki
said. " I would have liked to try
and play professional softball,
but the league is no longer in
existence."
.
Without professional softball
as a reasonable alternative for ·
Studnicki's future , just what are
her plans?
" I can't really say just what I
am going to do yet. I would like to
stay in school and get my master's, but I just don't know right
now because of financial problems," Studnicki said.
But, with the issue at hand, the
tall, athletic blond Riverwoman
is focusing her sights on the '83
season.
"It's kind of scary," Studnicki
said. "Ive been trying to improve
every year. I just hope that this
won't be a bad season for me. It
would be really disappointing to
me and the team if it was. "
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UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD
PRESENTS

:,,,....~IN~· CONCERT
MONDAY, MARCH 21, 1983
8:00 P.M.
UMSL: J.C. PENNEY AUDITORIUM
$3-UMSL Students

$5-UMSL Faculty/Staff '

$7-General Public

--~---------------ALSO-------------------

LEON REDBONE
Monday, April 18, 1983
8: 15 p.m.
Advance tickets at University Center Information Desk .
For ad d it ion alin for mat ion, c a II 5 5 3-55 3 6/5 53 -5 148 .

